Not Another Trash Tournament
Written by Eliza Grames, Melanie Keating, Virginia Ruiz, Joe Nutter, and Rhea Nelson
PACKET ONE
1. This character’s coach says that although it “takes all kinds to build a freeway” he is not equipped for this
character’s kind of weirdness close the playoffs. This character lost his virginity to the homecoming queen
and the prom queen at the same time and says he’ll be(*) “scoring more than baskets” at an away game and ends
up in a teacher’s room wearing a thong which inspires the entire basketball team to start wearing them at practice.
When Carrie brags about dating this character, Heather, played by Ashanti, hits her in the back of the head with a
volleyball before Brittany Snow’s character breaks up the fight. Four girls team up to get back at this high school
basketball star for dating all of them at once. For 10 points, name this character who “must die.”
ANSWER: John Tucker [accept either]
2. The hosts of this series that premiered in 2003 once crafted a combat robot named Blendo, and one of those
men served as a guest judge on the 2016 season of BattleBots. After accidentally shooting a penny into a
fluorescent light on one episode of this show, its cast had to be evacuated due to mercury vapor. On a
“Viewers’ Special” episode of this show, its hosts(*) attempted to sneeze with their eyes open, before firing
cigarette butts from a rifle. This show’s hosts produced the short-lived series Unchained Reaction, which also aired
on the Discovery Channel. In the episode “Cannonball Chemistry,” this show’s crew accidentally fired a projectile
through an Alameda family’s house while attempting to see if stone cannonballs could have been used in lieu of iron
ones, an outcome that they deemed “plausible.” Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage host, for 10 points, what TV
show that tries to disprove urban legends?
ANSWER: MythBusters
3. Songs for Drella is a concept album dedicated to this person. David Bowie’s song titled after this person
includes the lyrics “I'd like to be a gallery/put you all inside my show.” This artist designed the covers for the
Rolling Stones’ albums(*) Sticky Fingers and Love You Live. A band partially named for this artist is known for the
songs “Not If You Were the Last Junkie on Earth” and “Bohemian Like You.” This person included Nico and The
Velvet Underground as part of his Exploding Plastic Inevitable performances. This artist designed the cover of
Aretha in the style of his Reigning Queens series. For 10 points, name this pop artist famous for images of Marilyn
Monroe and soup cans.
ANSWER: Andy Warhol
4. Puff Daddy did a remix of this song in 1997 with its original artist. In the music video for that version of
this song, the original artist gets stabbed to death with a letter opener and includes the added lyrics “Yo
what's the haps girl, dancing for the green paperback/sitting at the bar drinking up Cognac.” In Moulin
Rouge there is a(*) tango version of this song when the Duke tries to rape Satine. The artist of this song says “I
have to tell you just how I feel/I won't share you with another boy.” Lyrics in this song tell the title person “you
don’t have to wear that dress tonight” and “you don’t have to put on the red light.” For 10 points, name this song by
The Police about the title prostitute.
ANSWER: “Roxanne”
5. Among this man’s rare acting appearances was as a shoe salesman on Sex and The City. He also made an
amusing appearance as Zeus in the music video for Lady Gaga’s “G.U.Y.” This TV personality detailed his
early years as an intern at CBS in his memoir Most Talkative. This life-long Cardinals fan went on a speaking
tour with fellow gay cable personality(*) Anderson Cooper dubbed the “AC2” tour. For 10 points, name this
former executive at Bravo, who produces the Real Housewives series and hosts Watch What Happens Live.
ANSWER: Andy Cohen (or Andrew Cohen)

6. This game’s pregame introductions featured dope court animations with pictures of the coaches. This game
began with a missed open layup by its winner. One player in it was the adopted brother of opponent Nate
Britt. Phil Booth came off the bench for a bonkers 6 for 7, 20 point night. At this game’s end, confetti
dropped before the result was confirmed. This game was tied after(*) Daniel Ochefu went for a steal, allowing a
double clutch three. Jim Nantz mocked a player in this game for mopping the floor; really, that player knew where
he was setting a screen. This game’s winning coach yelled “BANG” after Kris Jenkins hit the game winner off a
pass from Ryan Arcidiacono. For 10 points, give this game in which Villanova mercifully defeated UNC.
ANSWER: 2016 NCAA Men’s basketball championship game [or obvious equivalents; accept VillanovaUniversity of North Carolina game before mentioned]
7. This actor provided the voice of Spot in The Adventures of Spot TV series and the voice of cousin Tyler
Tucker in The Wild Thornberries. One character played by this actor traded his plane ticket to New York for
two tickets to Cabo San Lucas to take his girlfriend(*) Allie, played by Jessica Biel. That character, played by
this actor gets stuck in the desert in a Santa suit while on his way home for Christmas to get a vintage Porsche from
his father. This actor played the middle child Randy on Home Improvement. For 10 points, name this 90’s heartthrob
that provided the voice of young Simba in The Lion King.
ANSWER: Jonathan Taylor Thomas (accept Jonathan Taylor Weiss or JTT)
8. A resident of this location turns a flagstone upside down after it is marked with a chalk arrow. A worm
invites a girl to come inside and have a nice cup of tea in this location and tells her that it’s full of openings.
The Junk Lady(*) hands over a teddy bear in this location. This location is home to a room with MC Escher style
stairs. The dwarf Hoggle helps Sarah navigate this location after Jareth kidnaps her baby brother Toby and threatens
to turn him into a goblin. For 10 points, name this title location of a Jim Henson movie starring David Bowie as the
king of a confusing maze world.
ANSWER: Labyrinth
9. Letters to Cleo appears in this movie as the band performing at Club Skunk. In this movie Cameron learns
French to help him woo a girl. One character in this movie flashes the detention teacher to distract him while
another character escapes out of a window. One character in this movie asks a girl to prom by singing(*)
“Can’t Take My Eyes Off You” with the help of the school marching band. Some of the title things in this movie
that Kat reads in her poem are “the way you cut your hair...the way you drive my car...your big dumb combat boots,
and the way you read my mind.” For 10 points, name this teen comedy based on The Taming of the Shrew starring
Julia Stiles and Heath Ledger.
ANSWER: 10 Things I Hate About You
10. In one role, this actress calculates that it takes her enemy 32 seconds to swim 30 to 40 yards after a drunk
man steals her phone, wallet, and backpack. A character played by this actress cuts her hand while hiking
and William heals it but she later stands him up when he tries to(*) propose to her. This actress uses a flare on a
buoy to kill a shark after being stranded on a rock while surfing in one role. In another role, this actress gets her first
grey hair after a tow truck runs into her car after an earlier accident caused her to stop aging. For 10 points, name
this actress who starred in The Age of Adaline and The Shallows.
ANSWER: Blake Lively
11. This artist sings “Down where I born it was heaven on earth, the Flint River washes that red Georgia
dirt” in his song “We Rode in Trucks.” Every March from 2009 to 2015, this artist released a spring break
EP, including songs such as “Shore Thing,” “Buzzkill,” and “Games.” One song by this artist proclaims(*)
“rain makes corn, corn makes whisky, whisky makes my baby get a little frisky.” In another song, this artist tells the
title “Country Girl” to “Shake it for the birds, shake it for the bees, shake it for the catfish swimmin' down deep in
the creek.” For 10 points, name this country singer of “That’s My Kind of Night” and “Kick the Dust Up.”
ANSWER: Luke Bryan

12. The artist of this song says that he has a “yellow Basquiat in my kitchen corner.” The music video for this
song was inspired by Marina Abramović’s installation “The Artist Is Present.” The artist of this song spent
six hours in the Pace Gallery singing this song with visitors, including(*) Alan Cumming, Taraji Henson, and
Judd Apatow. The artist of this song says that he has a “house like the Louvre or the Tate Modern/because I be
going ape at the auction.” Other lyrics from this song include “I wanna Rothko, no I wanna brothel” and “sleeping
every night next to Mona Lisa/the modern day version/with better features.” For 10 points, name this Jay-Z song
from Magna Carta...Holy Grail that name drops a lot of artists.
ANSWER: “Picasso Baby”
13. A member of this bird family recalls a windy day in ‘67 to two visitors who are blown into his house after
a scarf unravels on a windy spring day before his tree house crashes into the ground. A member of this bird
family is consulted after a cow, a fox, and a turtle answer a boy’s question with(*) “I don’t know, I usually just
bite it.” One of these birds can’t read and tricks Rabbit into reading a notice from Christopher out loud. Orange
short-shorts and white tank tops are the uniform for workers at a restaurant with this bird as a mascot. One of these
birds is killed by a Death Eater the same night that Professor Moody is killed and is named Hedwig. For 10 points,
name these nocturnal raptors that are the mascots of Hooters.
ANSWER: true owls [accept Strigidae; do not accept “barn owl” or “Tytonidae”]
14. Proponents of this theory have compared it to I’m Still Here by Joaquin Phoenix and Shia LaBeouf
putting a bag on his head. When asked about this theory, one participant said that the truth is he’s “very
happy” but referred to the other participant by her full name. Proponents of this theory suggest it will give
one participant an edge over Theo James(*) for the role of James Bond. Evidence for this theory includes similar
outfits as what one participant wore while dating Conor Kennedy and Harry Styles. This theory points to the fact
that it’s the two-year anniversary of 1989 and that the Emmy’s are happening in September and one participant
could use an Emmy for The Night Manager. For 10 points, name this theory concerning the actor who portrays Loki
in The Avengers and the singer of “Shake It Off.”
ANSWER: Taylor Swift and Tom Hiddleston are not actually dating and are filming a music video or
performance art or something
15. One of these creatures uses the moves Dirty Face and Sliding Kick and is the ruler of Outworld before
Shao Kahn. Bahamut is one of these creatures in Final Fantasy, as is Blizzaurus in Super Princess Peach.(*) In
Fire Emblem, Nils and Ninian are half these creatures which are the focus of Tomb Raider 2. Everlasting versions of
these creatures reside in the Artorias of the Abyss and in Ash Lake and were overthrown when the Souls of the
Lords were found in the First Flame in Dark Souls. For 10 points, name these creatures that somehow don’t include
Charizard because he’s fire-type.
ANSWER: dragons
16. One song by this band includes the lyrics “I'll say "I've never heard the tune."/But I have, I just hate the
band/'Cause they remind me of you.” Before this band was formed, its members were part of Anathallo, Steel
Train, and The Format. The songs(*) “All the Pretty Girls” and “Light a Roman Candle With Me” appear on this
band’s first album, Aim and Ignite. One song by this band states that “my seat's been taken by some sunglasses
asking about a scar” and “my friends are in the bathroom getting higher than the Empire State.” For 10 points, name
this band that sings “We are Young” and “Some Nights.”
ANSWER: fun.
17. The coffee girl decides to keep a baby that two characters on this show planned to adopt. When one
character on this show is asked to run Bob Little’s campaign, she decides to run for office herself instead.
One character on this show returns to living on his boat and sleeps with Max’s(*) aide after Jasmine leaves
him. The Luncheonette recording studio is owned by two brothers on this show, one of whom is played by Peter
Krause. On this show, Dr. Pelikan tells Julia that Sydney does not have Asperger’s Syndrome. Zeek and Camille are
the heads of the central family on this show whose other members include Adam, Monica, Haddie, and Max. For 10
points, name this NBC show about the Braverman family and their children.
ANSWER: Parenthood

18. This character bit himself in his own neck by standing on a chair. This character tries to get a duck
named Emily to fly so she doesn’t end up in a pot. In one episode, this character begins keeping a diary which
prompts everyone to remember the Japanese(*) sailor differently. This character invents temporary glue to fix a
boat and is called Little Buddy by a man he was in the Navy with. He lives in a community with the Howells, Mary
Ann, the Professor, Ginger, and the Skipper. For 10 points, name this character played by Bob Denver, the First
Mate on the S.S. Minnow that sets sail for a three hour tour and lands on his namesake island.
ANSWER: Gilligan
19. One character in this book gets a tattoo reading “Best before: 19 March 2007” with the protagonist who
gets a bumblebee tattoo. Alicia decides to marry Rupert in this novel. The protagonist of this novel works at
The Buttered Bun and was assaulted in the castle maze. The two central characters of this novel travel to(*)
Mauritius and later the protagonist goes to a cafe in Paris to read a letter that ends “live well.” Louisa gets a job from
Camilla as Will’s caretaker after his motorcycle crash but he decides to go through with his assisted suicide plan
anyways in this novel. For 10 points, name this romance novel by Jojo Moyes that is being turned into a movie
starring Emilia Clarke and Sam Claflin.
ANSWER: Me Before You
20. The leader of the Aryan Brotherhood is killed during the play Macbeth in a place named this. After
visitors ring the bell to this location, the gatekeeper hangs a sign that says “bell out of order, please knock.”
Chris Keller jumps from the highest level of a place named this to frame the alcoholic lawyer(*) Tobias
Beecher for murder. Tim McManus oversees inmates in a unit named this in a show narrated by the wheelchairbound Augustus Hill. After leaving this location, four friends are attacked by winged monkeys. A resident of this
place goes home in a hot air balloon after a small dog exposes him when he promises to give away a heart, a brain,
and courage. For 10 points, name this metropolis in the land of Oz.
ANSWER: Emerald City [prompt on Oz until mentioned]

PACKET TWO
1. The targets of this action wish peace to the Zulu Nation and to all the Gods and the Earths. In response to
this action being performed, one person will “come to get a slice of the punk and the pie.” People who seek to
do this action should “bring the ruckus.” If someone performs this action, they should(*) “prepare for the
boom” because “there’s no place to hide.” When this action is performed, the survey on Family Feud says you’re
dead because a “Fatal Flying Guillotine” will chop off your fucking head. RZA recommends against doing this
action in a song that features verses by Inspectah Deck and Method Man. For 10 points, name this action that you
should not do to a hip hop group whose albums include 36 Chambers.
ANSWER: fuck wit Wu-Tang Clan [accept equivalents]
2. As Richie Furst, this actor loses all his money to online poker and travels to Costa Rica to confront the
owner of the site that his employees are cheating. This actor plays Will Salas in a dystopian future where
everyone stops aging at 25. In that movie, this actor(*) robs time banks with Amanda Seyfried to give extra time
to poor people. This actor’s character tries to have sex without commitment, and fails, with Mila Kunis in Friends
with Benefits. This actor plays Napster founder Sean Parker in The Social Network. For 10 points, name this actor
and musician, the former lead singer of N*Sync.
Answer: Justin Timberlake
3. Violet and this character once consumed several vats of wine with some drunk monks. This character once
scolded Molly Prewett for coming back too late from a date with Arthur Weasley. This character got drunk
after the Yule Ball and Harry had to yell at her(*) to wake her up. This character tried to break a glass by singing
a high note, but when it did not work she broke it on a column. In her first appearance this character wore a pink silk
Elizabethan style dress, while in later appearances she wore a white toga-like dress. Sir Cadogan briefly replaced
this character after she was attacked by Sirius Black. For 10 points, name this talking portrait at Hogwarts that
guards the entrance to Gryffindor Tower.
ANSWER: The Fat Lady
4. The US speed skating team dropped this company’s suits after they sucked at the Sochi Olympics. This
company released a “Band of Ballers” t-shirt referencing the flag raising on Iwo Jima, and it made
“patriotic” jerseys that looked like they were spattered in blood. The University of Maryland denied that its
ACC exit fee was paid by this company’s CEO(*), alumnus Kevin Plank. In June 2016, this company released a
white shoe called among other things “Honda Odyssey for your feet”. This company used Kent Bazemore to help
sign a sponsor after a rival mispronounced his name and showed him a slide that said Kevin Durant. For 10 points,
name this apparel company that sponsors Michael Phelps, Tom Brady, and Steph Curry.
ANSWER: Under Armour [accept UA I guess cause I’m nice]
5. A girl in this movie who has “only been in Seventeen once” calls her friend a slut for having a crush on a
guy who dresses like a “bible salesman.” One character in this movie tries to make a pool more “laguna like”
with tiki torches from the garage. The most beautiful thing one character in this movie has ever filmed(*) is a
plastic bag blowing in the wind. The protagonist of this movie buys a 1971 Firebird after blackmailing his boss for a
year’s salary. The Colonel tries to kiss the protagonist of this movie who has fantasies about Angela that involve
rose petals. For 10 points, name this movie about Lester Burnham, a middle-class businessman played by Kevin
Spacey.
ANSWER: American Beauty
6. CEO Shelby Forthright calls space the final “FUN-tier” in this movie. A cockroach named Hal is friends
with the title character in this movie. Characters in this movie celebrate the 700 year anniversary of a cruise
with a cupcake(*) in a cup. Part of the musical numbers “It Only Takes a Moment” and “Put on Your Sunday
Clothes” from Hello, Dolly! are seen in this movie. Captain B. McCrea asks a computer to define a hoe-down and
thinks that you can grow pizza plants in this movie. The name of one of the characters in this movie stands for
Extra-terrestrial Vegetation Evaluator. For 10 points, name this Pixar movie about a trash compacting robot left on
earth.
ANSWER: WALL-E

7. A song off an album titled for this non-specific group of items mentions “sweet, sweet, sweet, sweet
sunflowers” and describes “when they found your body” with “giant X’s on your eyes.” The singer repeats
the lines “just like a dinosaur act, dinosaur act” in a song on an album titled for these items by the Alan
Sparhawk-fronted Low. In a song titled for these items, the singer says “we sat and made a list, of all the
things that we had” which includes table tops, ticket stubs, and diaries. In a movie titled for this generic
group of items, a heroin addict(*) moves into the spare room after Jerry dies trying to stop domestic abuse. For 10
points, name this collection of items that title a 2007 Halle Berry film and a song by Bastille, both of which could
describe items left in a house owned by Ann Bradstreet.
ANSWER: Things we lost in the fire [accept literally anything close to this]
8. In a spinoff from this series, a committee comes up with sex tips called “Flight of the Bumblebee” and
“Buckingham Phallus.” A woman in this series attributes Kierkegaard’s religious philosophy to his being a
Taurus. This series pointed out the sad fact that(*) “Nazi kittens are just as cute as regular kittens.” Superman
admits to using amphetamines in this series that depicts God as a shiny golden wheel. A dinosaur proclaims to “save
yourself, mammal!” in a book collecting cartoons from this series. For 10 points, name this webcomic by Zach
Weinersmith with no set characters that usually jokes about atheism, scientific research, and economics.
ANSWER: Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal [SMBC]
9. This film is said to have lead to a direct dramatic decrease in the sales of men’s undershirts. This film is
based on a Samuel Hopkins story, originally published in Cosmopolitan, and was remade into a musical
called Eve Knew Her Apples. This film was the first to be nominated and win(*) “the big five”, an academy
award in the five major categories including best picture. This film’s female lead, Claudette Colbert, initially refused
to perform in a now iconic scene until she saw the body double and stated, “That’s not my leg!” For 10 points, name
this Frank Capra directed film, whose end sounded the trumpet for the walls of Jericho to come tumbling down.
ANSWER: It Happened One Night
10. A character on this show puts a bomb on flight 197 and his son trains with Takeda to track down a
Russian gangster. One character on this show creates the magazine Voulez. Tyler Barrol has an affair with
Nolan Ross, a software developer who helps the protagonist of this show. The protagonist of this show adopts
the identity(*) of her juvenile cell-mate Emily Thorne. The white-haired man kills the father of this show’s
protagonist who seeks to harm the Grayson family for his being framed for treason. For 10 points, name this show
about Amanda Clarke seeking to avenge her father’s murder in the Hamptons.
ANSWER: Revenge
11. This character’s metallic hiccups get louder by the day. With Willie, this character builds a lagoon in the
back yard. This character comes from a place that treasures lint and gravel. This character crash lands due
to amateur radio signals and(*) sells the plumbing from his ship to buy a Ferrari for his adoptive mother Kate.
This character is fond of eating cats and lives with the Tanner family after leaving the planet Melmac. For 10 points,
name this extraterrestrial who lives with an affluent suburban family in an 80s sitcom.
ANSWER: ALF [Alien Life Form; accept either underlined part of Gordon Shumway]
12. Victoria Williams is one of these people to David Winters on Dark Shadows. Jo Frost is a “super” member
of this profession whose title TV show competed with a 911 version. CC Babcock tries to sabotage a character
of this profession who is hired by Max Sheffield after she is fired from a bridal shop. A male member of this
profession(*) is depicted in Charles in Charge. A woman in this profession advises children to think of their
favorite things during a thunderstorm and works for the Von Trapp family. For 10 points, name this profession
shared by a character portrayed by Fran Drescher and Mary Poppins.
ANSWER: nanny [prompt on things like “governess” or “babysitter”]
13. Squawks, Winky, and Expresso assist this character who rides the Gangplank Galleon in one appearance.
This character kidnaps Pauline and is imprisoned by the bad guy Mario. “Losing My Religion” is played
on(*) bongos in one game titled for this character. The Blast-O-Matic must be destroyed in a video game centering
on this character. This character is enemies with the Kremlings and King K. Rool. This character is part of a clan
along with Lanky and Diddy. For 10 points, name this video game gorilla character.
ANSWER: Donkey Kong

14. “Fuck that little mouse” is rhymed with being a member of this family of birds in order Procellariiformes
in an AronChupa song. In a movie titled for this family of birds, Emilia Doyle proves she’s 18 by flashing the
clerk at the liquor store. One of these birds “doesn’t have any bloody flavor” and “you don’t get wafers with
it” according to the waitress in a Monty Python skit. An instrumental song named for this kind of bird(*)
appears on English Rose and The Pious Bird of Good Omen by Fleetwood Mac. River Tam is compared to this
family of birds by Captain Mal Reynolds in Serenity. This kind of bird is synonymous with a double eagle in golf
and is a three-under-par hole. This kind of bird titles a Felicity Jones movie and is the family of Orville and Wilbur
in The Rescuers movies. For 10 points, name this family of seabirds that bring good luck to sailors unless they’re
shot.
ANSWER: albatross [accept Diomedeidae]
15. This woman wore a t-shirt reading “I’m Very Rich” while working as a guest host on The Price is Right.
In November 2015, this actress had a stint as Mama in the Broadway production of Chicago. On TV, she
appeared with her husband Gregg on The Real Housewives of Atlanta, and the production assistant Rocky in
the short-lived The New Normal. In another role, she replaced Sue Sylvester(*) as the cheerleading coach at
McKinley High. For 10 points, name this actress who starred as Roz Washington on Glee, and was the subject of the
Bravo wedding documentary I Dream of NeNe.
ANSWER: NeNe Leakes [accept Linnethia Monique Johnson-Leakes]
16. The singer of this band says he “planned a show” with “trees and balloons, ice cream snow” and says he
will “see you in June.” In one song by this band, the singer advises the listener to “try to look for something in
your city to burn.” “Rhinoceros” and “I Am One” are songs by this band off their album(*) Gish. This band’s
singer says that “the world is a vampire” in a track that appears on the same album as “Zero” and “Tonight,
Tonight.” In one song, this band’s singer says “despite all my rage I am still just a rat in a cage.” For 10 points,
name this band fronted by Billy Corgan whose song “Bullet with Butterfly Wings” appears on Mellon Collie and the
Infinite Sadness.
ANSWER: The Smashing Pumpkins
17. In the music video for one song, this singer escapes a maximum security prison and is charged with
treason before exposing a fraud ring while declaring “bitch, I run this show” and asking “what’s wrong with
being” the title adjective. In one song, this singer says that if she had it her way, she would take you down(*)
and “touch, make love, taste you.” This singer says that she’s got her mind on your body and has a taste for the
cherry in a song in which she says she’s your body type. This singer included “Stone Cold” on her album Confident.
For 10 points, name this singer of “Cool for the Summer.”
ANSWER: Demi Lovato
18. One song by this band describes “the awkward ways we meet” and is addressed to a girl whose “eyes were
covered in sunglasses” when they first met. In one song, this band’s singer says he’s “been waiting for a good
day” and has “been holding back long enough” and is “slightly bruised and broken” from the title incident.
This band included(*) “I Don’t Wanna Know” on the same album as “I’d Kill to Fall Asleep” and “Your Biggest
Mistake.” In one song by this band, the singer accuses a “catalyst” who contradicts the fact that they still want him
around and repeats the line “it’s all downhill from here.” For 10 points, name this pop punk band whose albums
include Sticks and Stones and Catalyst.
ANSWER: New Found Glory

19. A music video for this band begins in a dream, in which the lead singer's hand grows huge to slap men
who threaten his girlfriend. Another video by this band features the band as stars of a 1970s themed soap
opera coping with their lead singer's fame, that features Rashida Jones and ends with a dramatic car crash.
This band has won 2 VMAs, one for a video that begins with the group starting as group of workers that help
out a woman whose car has been blocked in by a man in a business suit who simply indicates that he is
running late; the second closely resembles the film(*) Falling Down. In an air travel related video, this band
played multiple characters, and cleaning attendants played by the members of Tenacious D accidently spike the
coffee with “world domination” and “erotic” sleeping powder”. For 10 points name this Dave Grohl lead band,
whose songs include “Everlong”, “Long Road to Ruin”, “Big Me”, “Walk”, and “Learn to Fly”.
ANSWER: Foo Fighters
20. In a song by a band titled for this phrase, the singer says he’s “been on a steady fast food diet” and
describes how he “came out swinging from a South Philly basement.” Brian is killed in Vietnam in a show
titled for this phrase whose protagonist dates(*) Becky Slater. This phrase titles a band whose albums include
Suburbia I’ve Given You All and Now I’m Nothing and The Greatest Generation. Winnie transfers to a new school
on a show titled for this phrase which centers on the Arnold family. For 10 points, name this phrase that titles a
show starring Fred Savage as a boy growing up in the suburbs during the 70s.
ANSWER: The Wonder Years

PACKET THREE
1. Some of the planets visited by one of these characters include Zog, Zorg, Plootarg, and Q-13. One of these
characters is first introduced when the main character cuts off all of his hair and uses a fedora to hide his
baldness. One of these characters has the title of “masked man of mega might” and his abilities include ultrasonic hearing and the strength of a million mortal men. One of these characters uses weapons such as the(*)
Hydro Bomb, Demise-O-Bomb, and Zorcher. The nemeses of one of these characters include Crab Teacher,
Annoying Girl, Babysitter Girl, and Mom Lady. For 10 points, name these identities of Hobbes’s human companion
that include Tracer Bullet, Stupendous Man, and Spaceman Spiff.
ANSWER: alter-egos of Calvin (accept equivalents, prompt on Calvin)
2. The victim of one instance of this action says that the perpetrator is in the bathroom singing Cher in a
lavender-scented bath while conditioning his hair. Tom stabs Emma after one instance of this action before
Tim is possessed by Murray. The victim of this action thinks that Blake is entering her tent when Bo’s
brother Vincent shows up. Despite Mag getting impaled and the character in question gouging out her eyes,
this action does not occur to(*) Amber Sweet in Repo! The Genetic Opera. Prior to this action occurring, the
central character finds a bunch of walkie talkies in a box and gets stabbed through the foot before hiding in a car
inside a sugar mill in Ambrose, where dead townspeople are covered in wax. For 10 points, name this action that
happens with a spear to the forehead in House of Wax.
ANSWER: Paris Hilton’s character dying [accept equivalents and prompt generously]
3. One of these animals is accused of stealing the Orb of Storms in Inherit the Earth. General Pepper hires a
group named for these animals. When wearing a super leaf in his Racoon form, Luigi dresses as one of these
animals.(*) James McCloud is one of these animals who founded a team named for them that also includes Slippy
Toad, Krystal, and Falco Lombardi. One of these animals can use his tail to fly like a helicopter and is named Miles.
One of these animals partly titles a Nintendo rail shooter game in which he flies an Arwing to fight Andross and
keep him from taking over the Lylat system. For 10 points, name these animals that include Sonic’s sidekick Tails,
Vulpix and a “Star” one.
ANSWER: fox
4. In one appearance, this character is told “take me away, but be gentle, I’m fragile” and another character
asks her “how do you do that thing with your mouth?” This character drives a shiny new Corvette and can be
seen reading Cosmo while playing Chopin. This ambassador to China last year is fluent in Japanese(*) and has
several PhDs. A boy laments that he’s only seven after describing how this woman has legs like Astaire and people
call her name on whatever street she’s walking down. Dr. Scratchansniff calls this character in when he wants some
kids out of his office and later tries to teach Yakko and Wakko how to greet her as a lady. For 10 points, name this
busty female in the medical profession from Animaniacs.
ANSWER: Hello Nurse
5. In one song this artist sings “it's lonely at the top, blackouts and airplanes/and I still pour you a glass of
champagne.” “The Girl You Lost to Cocaine” is a track on this artist’s album Some People Have Real
Problems. This artist was featured on the David Guetta tracks(*) “Bang My Head” and “Titanium.” In a song
featuring Sean Paul this artist sings “baby I don't need dollar bills to have fun tonight.” Originally on the soundtrack
for Hunger Games: Catching Fire, the song “Elastic Heart” by this artist featured Maddie Ziegler and Shia LaBeouf
in a controversial music video. For 10 points, name this Australian singer of “Cheap Thrills” and “Chandelier.”
ANSWER: Sia Furler

6. When an FBI agent in this movie tells a character that doors one and two both include prison, that
character decides that door three is jumping into the river. One of the characters in this movie was told by his
grandfather that “the secret lies with(*) Charlotte.” Characters in this movie use schoolchildren to help them get
clues from the Silence Dogood letters. One character in this movie cracks a password by realizing that two buttons
were pressed twice, making the password “Valley Forge.” A hair dryer is used in this movie to reveal a map in
invisible ink on the back on an important historical document. For 10 points, name this movie where Nicholas Cage
steals the Declaration of Independance.
ANSWER: National Treasure
7. The protagonist of this movie stands on a table and flexes her arms after learning to open a crab. A teacher
in this movie has a tattoo of two animals on her leg and explains that they were frozen during the the Ice Age.
Wink shoots at the clouds to scare away a storm that threatens the central town in this movie and later(*)
blows up a levee before a mandatory evacuation. Hushpuppy finds her mother at a floating bar before returning to
her dying father and setting his pyre on fire after confronting the monsters called Aurochs. For 10 points, name this
2012 drama starring Quvenzhane Wallis in which residents of Bathtub are evacuated due to a storm in the Louisiana
bayou.
ANSWER: Beasts of the Southern Wild
8. The music video for one song by this artist opens on W 79th street and features a man in a “strip club
veteran” shirt singing that his “first tat was on my stomach” and calling for “old Petey Pablo” to take his
shirt off. In one song, this artist repeats “I think we all addicted” and says he misses(*) his “cocoa butter
kisses.” This man’s most recent release depicts him in all blue with a number 3 baseball cap against a red cloud
background. In one song, this artist says that “if one more label try to stop me, it’s gon’ be some dreadhead niggas in
ya lobby” on the track “No Problem” which appears on the same album as “Angels” and “Blessings” which were
both produced by The Social Experiment. For 10 points, name this Chicago-based artist behind the mixtapes
Coloring Book and Acid Rap.
ANSWER: Chance the Rapper
9. In one scene in this film, an all black model of the fountain “Quebec libre!” by Armand Vaillancourt is seen
in all being constructed in an architecture studio. This film was among the first to use squibs, and as a result,
the director insisted that red should not be used in any of the vehicles featured during filming. The articles of
clothing worn by the protagonist of this film saw a surge in popularity, particularly an(*) elbow patched tweed
jacket and blue turtleneck. The title character of this movie was based on Peter Toschi, the homicide inspector on the
Zodiac killing cases. Despite being filmed in the area, the Golden Gate Bridge was off-limits, however it can be seen
briefly during this film’s most iconic scene, a high-speed chase between a 1968 Ford Mustang and a 1968 Dodge
Charger. Steve McQueen starred in, for 10 points, which film, shot primarily in San Francisco and named for its
protagonist.
ANSWER: Bullitt
10. A man in a tinfoil costume skateboards in a music video for one song by this band. The singer of this band
says he strolls up to a party like his “name is el nino.” In a music video, one member of this band rides a slip
and slide off a diving board and emerges from the pool playing guitar. In one song, this band says that they’re
“just trying too hard” and that they’re(*) “trying to keep up above in my head.” The singer of this band declares
that he doesn’t want to waste his time or “become another casualty of society” and warns the listener not to count on
him. For 10 points, name this Tommy Lee-fronted pop punk band whose albums include Does This Look Infected?
and All Killer, No Filler which features “Fat Lip” and “In Too Deep.”
ANSWER: Sum 41

11. After Andrew Bogut fouled this man on a dunk, a foreign broadcaster might have called Bogut “some
fuck.” In Sam Alipour’s story about athletes and Tinder, this man took Alipour’s phone and swiped right 15
times in a row. This man reportedly asked to take a picture with a woman on the street while wearing a
Sponge Bob t-shirt. This man appeared with his “favorite day-time bartender”(*) in a sequel to a commercial
in which he wore his jersey backwards, and he rode a bear through Cleveland for a winter hat giveaway. In his first
season, Blake Griffin ate this man’s goddamn soul while dunking all over him. For 10 points, name this big Russian
who signed a $64 million contract with the Lakers after playing 25 minutes total in the 2016 Finals.
ANSWER: Timofey Mozgov
12. Ahchoo assumes a leadership role in one movie by this director that determines the greatest treasure in
the world is a key to a chastity belt. In one movie directed by this man, Rabbi Tuckman offers bargain
circumcisions and sacramental wine. In a movie by this director, a wedding ceremony conducted in(*) Pig
Latin involves the narcoleptic Prince Valium. In one movie by this director, Major Asshole makes his cousin a
gunner and the radar gets jammed by raspberry jam. Scottie gets beamed down and his ass is backwards in one
movie by this director that features Barf. A desert is combed in a movie by this director which centers on locating
Princess Vespa. A black sheriff takes over a town and works with the Waco Kid in one movie by this director. For
10 points, name this director of Robin Hood: Men in Tights, Spaceballs, and Blazing Saddles.
ANSWER: Mel Brooks
13. This man asks the protagonist if he’s a one or a zero. The Dark Army works with a group headed by this
man that targets Allsafe’s largest client. This man wants to target Steel Mountain by blowing up a(*) gas
plant. This man takes his name from a computer shop and is the father of Darlene. This man heads the group
fsociety, which seeks to erase all debt records with the help of cyber security worker Elliot Alderson. For 10 points,
name this character portrayed by Christian Slater, the title character of a TV show about hacktivists targeting E
Corp.
ANSWER: Mr. Robot [I guess accept Elliot Alderson until it’s read, because based on what I can figure out I think
Mr. Robot is his alter ego]
14. Because this character knows when random locker searches will take place, she puts a framed picture of
her principal in a heart in her empty locker. This character discovers that Trina used credit cards taken
before Lynn jumped off the(*) Coronado Bridge. This character’s father is forced out of office after Abel Koontz
confesses to a crime he didn’t commit. This former 09er dated Duncan and Logan during her time at Neptune High.
This character discovers that Aaron Echolls murdered her best friend Lilly Kane. For 10 points, name this high
school private detective played by Kristen Bell.
ANSWER: Veronica Mars [accept either]
15. This actor has played the god Perseus in two completely unrelated contexts - in the video game God of
War II, and the 1981 film Clash of the Titans. This winner of People’s Sexiest Man Alive in 1987 has appeared
alongside his wife, Lisa Rinna, on The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills. His more significant roles include a
pastry-eating attorney on an 1980’s legal drama, and a partner in a firm that merged with(*) Sterling Cooper.
For 10 points, name this man who played Jim Cutler on Mad Men and Michael Kuzak on L.A. Law, whose name
may be confused with that of an 1860’s vice president.
ANSWER: Harry Hamlin (please do not accept “Hannibal Hamlin”)
16. In one song that references this man and Willie Nelson, the singer says “don’t ask me about the years I
spent out in the rain” and says he “told you that a long time ago.” When describing this man, the singer says
his “hair was always a little messed up” and he had a “shy grin on” his face but “just a song from you could
make the coldest heart melt.” In addition to(*) “A Long Time Ago” by Waylon Jennings and “Three Stars,” one
song referencing this man says that his lady is “Mary Tyler Moore” and repeats the line “I don’t care bout that.”
Weezer wrote a song titled for this man whose death is referenced in “American Pie” by Don McLean. For 10
points, name this musician who died in a plane crash with Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper on the Day the Music
Died.
ANSWER: Buddy Holly

17. The villain in this movie drugs the main characters after hearing the contents of opera diva Madame
Adelaide Bonfamille’s will. After Thomas is rescued from a river by Abigail and Amelia Gabble in this movie,
they meet their drunk Uncle Waldo who almost became dinner at a fancy French restaurant. While fighting
with(*) Toulouse and Berlioz in this movie, Marie says “Ladies don't start fights, but they can finish them!” Eva
Gabor plays Duchess, who falls in love with Thomas O’Malley in this movie. For 10 points, name this Disney
movie about cats that receive a large inheritance.
ANSWER: The AristoCats
18. As a student is asking for donations for a kidney transplant in this movie, a person responds by telling
him to “go piss up a flagpole.” One character in this movie offers gummy bears from her pocket to a man
who gets on her school bus. Characters in this movie see(*) Hopper’s Nighthawks, Chagall’s America Windows,
and Seurat’s A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of la Grande Jatte at the Art Institute of Chicago. In order to get into
a fancy restaurant, the main character in this movie claims he is Abe Froman, the Sausage King of Chicago. The
protagonist of this movie sings “Twist and Shout” during a parade. For 10 points, name this movie where Matthew
Broderick’s character skips school with Sloan and Cameron.
ANSWER: Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
19. Matt Novak argued against this theory by pointing to the existence of hobos and a bird occupying lower
levels in the seventh episode of one show. This theory is supported by the punishment inflicted on the Great
Gazoo for attempting to build a doomsday device. Proponents of this theory point towards contemporary
money(*), bird-powered record players, and TVs as evidence supporting it. The celebration of Christmas and
knowledge of Einstein and the Beatles are evidence supporting this theory which also relies on genetically
engineered dinosaurs. Elroy’s time machine transporting the Jetsons to Bedrock has been used as evidence of this
theory, to which some fans add the idea that Orbit City is a refuge in the sky. For 10 points, name this theory that
Fred, Wilma, and Pebbles are a “modern stone age family” that survived a nuclear war between the Soviet Union
and the United States.
ANSWER: The Flintstones takes place in a post-apocalyptic world that may or may not be below where the
Jetsons live [prompt generously; accept in the future]
20. In a song partly titled for one of this species of birds, the singer says “cure that bug, go walk with me,
leave your wounding girl.” That song by Animal Collective is titled for a “Loch” one of this species of birds.
One of these birds says “Eat my shorts”(*) instead of it’s catchphrase in a Treehouse of Horror episode. A threeeyed one of these birds appears to Bran Stark in a dream. One of these birds named Diablo finds Flora, Fauna, and
Merryweather’s cabin where Aurora lives and is the pet of Maleficent in Sleeping Beauty. The frontwoman of the
Cheetah Girls was named for this bird. For 10 points, name this corvid that is the namesake for the Baltimore
football team.
ANSWER: Common Ravens [accept Corvus corax corax, sinuatus, principalis, clarionensis but NOT cryptoleucus
because that’s a different species, dammit; only accept Corvus corax europhilus or littoralis from people who have
lived under a rock and haven’t kept up on their acceptable North American raven subspecies since the early 1900s.]

PACKET FOUR
1. The music video for the “The Right Side of the Bed” by Atreyu repeatedly depicts rose petals falling onto
these women. These women had a brief cameo as deformed versions of themselves in an episode of Psych and,
in more famous roles, have taken actions like Twin Magic. These stars of an E! reality series about a certain
group of female athletes will soon get their own spin-off, titled “Total” their last names, which will also feature
their significant others Bryan Danielson and(*) John Cena. For 10 points, name these professional wrestling twin
sisters.
ANSWER: Nikki and Brie Bella (accept answers like Bella Twins or Bellas; accept Garcia-Colace in place of
“Bella”, Stephanie in place of Nikki, and Brianna in place of Brie)
2. As one character in this movie has his first cigarette he tells another person that when he gets back to the
states he is going to get a bagel and coffee at Sid’s and read in the New York Times how that person was
hanged for his war crimes. Viktor Stahl was hiding as a farmer in this movie until it was discovered that an
object in his house was stolen from the(*) Rothschild Collection. Simone agrees to help the main characters of this
movie after Granger shows her Hitler’s Nero Decree. Donald Jeffries dies in this movie trying to prevent Colonel
Wenger from taking Michelangelo’s Madonna and Child statue out of Bruges. The main characters in this movie
find a mine in Austria filled with art and evacuate as much as possible before the Soviets arrive. For 10 points, name
this movie where Matt Damon and George Clooney rescue art during World War II.
ANSWER: The Monuments Men
3. In this novel, the main character’s cellmate leaves him a nickel and a copy of Herodotus. The main
character of this novel visits the world’s largest carousel at House on the Rock. After being kidnapped by a
group led by Mr. World, the main character of this novel hides out in a funeral parlor in Southern Illinois.
The main character of this novel is released from prison early when his wife and best friend die in a car
accident. A Leprechaun named(*) Mad Sweeney gives the main character of this novel a magic gold coin which
resurrects his wife Laura. Hinzelmann is a kobold who abducts children in Lakeside in this novel. The main
character of this novel is a bodyguard for Wednesday, a representation of Odin. For 10 points, name this book by
Neil Gaiman about Shadow and his adventures with various deities.
ANSWER: American Gods
4. In a music video for a song on this album, all of the people are replaced by primates except for the band
members and Kim Kardashian. One song on this album includes the lyrics “all the boys who the dance floor
didn't love/and all the girls whose lips couldn't move fast enough/sing until your lungs give out.” The track(*)
"I'm Like a Lawyer with the Way I'm Always Trying to Get You Off (Me & You)" is on this album. Another song
on this album starts with the lyrics “I'm gonna make you bend and break/say a prayer, but let the good times roll/in
case God doesn't show.” For 10 points, name this 2007 Fall Out Boy album that includes the tracks "This Ain't a
Scene, It's an Arms Race" and "Thnks fr th Mmrs [thanks for the memories]."
ANSWER: Infinity on High
5. One person who advises performing this action has a shiny belt buckle that reads “NERD” and wears camo
print boxers while flashing his wristwatch. Performing this action “can be your Phys. Ed” if you do this
action for an “eligible bachelor” who has some “ice cubes” that are(*) “whiter than what’s spilling down your
throat.” A man who describes himself as “a Bad Boy, wit a lotta hoes” tells the listener to perform this action and to
“dance to this motherfucking music we crip to.” This action should be performed “if a nigga get a attitude” or “when
the pigs try to get at ya.” For 10 points, name this action that titles a Snoop Dogg song in which he says you should
do the title action “when the pimp’s in the crib.”
ANSWER: drop it like it’s hot [accept word forms; prompt on partial answer]

6. After the two main characters in this movie get into a fight, Miss Inch congratulates them on “the most
revolting display of hooliganism we have ever seen.” One character in this movie smells her grandfather’s
jacket to remember that he smells like peppermint and tobacco. On a camping trip in this movie, Vicki is
awakened by two bear cubs licking honey off her feet and uses(*) sugar water instead of mosquito repellent.
Two characters in this movie sing “Let’s Get Together” while recreating a first date at an Italian restaurant. For 10
points, name this film where Hayley Mills plays the twins Susan and Sharon who trick their mom and dad into
getting back together.
ANSWER: The Parent Trap
7. This activity is described as “something beautiful” that “happens in this world.” An Asian family in a tea
store celebrates this activity occurring after learning about it on TV. After engaging in this activity, one
person declares that Blake Lively could be(*) his wife. Two men discuss this activity in a sauna [SOW-nuh] after
their spa conversation is broadcast in Times Square and another one calls his parents after performing it. One person
does this while wearing his “chain and turtle neck sweater” and another person would do this “with a pile of
manure.” A song about this activity is “dedicated to them girls that let us flop around on top of them” and says it still
counts if she puts a bag on your head. For 10 points, name this activity that members of The Lonely Island just did
and “it felt so good.”
ANSWER: just had sex
8. This character puts an 8-ball in a pants pocket instead of the side pocket on the pool table. In one
appearance, this character replaces household furniture with an original Renoir, a genuine Ming vase, and a
safe stuffed with cash.(*) Pink smoke turns into this character’s outfit in the intro to the show on which she
appears. This character’s husband marries her after insulting Basenji and met her on a NASA mission. For 10 points,
name this title character of a TV show who emerges from a bottle after an astronaut rubs it on a deserted island.
ANSWER: Jeannie
9. An athlete in this sport vomits black fluid after leaving a bar fire while watching Low Shoulder with
Needy. “Boom, dynamite” is followed by a toe-touch in in one activity from this sport. Torrance replaced Big
Red as captain of the Toros, a team that competes in this sport. Because she dislikes kissing Jared, on athlete
in this sport is sent to camp at(*) True Directions where she meets the lesbian Graham. Little donuts, big donuts,
and herkies are terms from this sport whose athletes include bases and flyers. Kirsten Dunst and Eliza Dushku
portray athletes in this sport in a film franchise whose subtitles include “in it to win it” and “fight to the finish.” For
10 points, name this sport portrayed in Bring it On.
ANSWER: cheerleading [accept word forms; prompt on tumbling or stunting]
10. One of these things features the creator spinning around in a motorized shopping cart and a video of a
very still cat captioned “This is a real cat, not a statue.” Shortly after this thing’s creator got a new drop top
Ferrari, he got pulled over, and it featured a long visit from Ariana Grande that ended when she became
exhausted on an elliptical machine. Recurring guests on this media outlet include(*) Ariana Huffington, Chef
Dee, and Juan. This outlet features songs like Drake’s “Controlla”, Mavado’s “Progress”, Kent Jones’ “Don’t
Mind,” and its author’s “For Free,” and has recurring segments including cloth talk and mogul talk. This source’s
author got lost on a jet ski in the dark after visiting Rick Ross. For 10 points, give this media outlet which frequently
features keys to success by the singer of “All I Do Is Win.”
ANSWER: DJ Khaled’s Snapchat stories [prompt on partial answer like “Snapchat”]
11. This character describes an intercom as being by “two African fellows” and invites a guest to make
himself a drink. A Marilyn Monroe impersonator holds a trophy at a restaurant where this character
exclaims “I say goddamn” after doing drugs in the bathroom. This character tells a joke about(*) a baby
tomato being squished and told to “ketchup” after returning from Lance’s house where a needle of adrenaline is
injected straight to her heart. This character is depicted wearing all black and leaning on a yellow pillow while
reading a magazine and smoking on the cover of the movie in which she appears. Thinking it is cocaine, this
character overdoses on Vincent Vega’s heroin. For 10 points, name this wife of Marcellus Wallace played by Uma
Thurman in Pulp Fiction.
ANSWER: Mia Wallace

12. Telma’s Bar provides access to sewers in this location that is taken over by Zant and the Shadow Beasts.
Impa guides the protagonist out of a courtyard in a building in this location. Snowpeak and Ordon Village
are part of this kingdom that is home to(*) Lon Lon Ranch and Kokiri Forest. After the protagonist finds the
Master Sword, the Blade of Evil’s Bane allows him access to the upper level of a building in this place which is west
of Death Mountain. Ganondorf wants to use the Triforce to conquer this kingdom that is protected by Link. For 10
points, name this kingdom that is the setting of Twilight Princess and other Zelda games.
ANSWER: Hyrule [accept Hyrule Castle until “Snowpeak”]
13. Adam’s boss berates him for acting like a 12 year old in the locker room in this movie. Before a
performance in this movie, Dallas says “Fact is, the law says you cannot touch. But I think I see a lotta
lawbreakers up in this house tonight.” In this movie, the main character pays Tobias $10,000 after they break
into his house looking for Adam and the ecstasy(*) that they lost at a sorority house. The main character in this
movie tries to get a loan to start a custom furniture business and falls in love with Adam’s sister, Brooke. In this
movie, Kevin Nash plays Tarzan, who wears a knee brace, Matt Bomber plays Ken the sailor, and Joe Manganiello
plays Big Dick Ritchie. For 10 points, name this movie about male strippers starring Channing Tatum.
ANSWER: Magic Mike
14. A bird from this family “gets up and running” while the “rest fall back like a bridge in London” in a
Doomtree song titled for them. When Lilo gets mad at him, Stitch reads a book about an(*) ugly one of these
birds. Jemima is one of these birds in Beatrix Potter books and Ping is one who lives on the Yangtze. These birds in
family Anatidae include scaups, eiders, and wigeons. In one game, Minnesotan children replace a goose with a gray
one of these birds. Huey, Dewey, and Louie are part of this family that also includes Mallards. For 10 points, name
this family of birds exemplified by Daffy and Donald.
ANSWER: ducks
15. The music video for this song features a woman holding a golf club over a pyramid of golf balls in an
office and stock exchange numbers that feature the words “glass ceiling.” A singer on this track asks
“whatcha acting shy for?” when he’s(*) “in the club with the lights off.” This was the third single released off
Reflection after “Sledgehammer” and “Boss.”One singer on this song demands that the addressee “show me what
you got, ‘cause I don’t wanna waste my time.” For 10 points, name this single by Fifth Harmony in which they insist
that you “give it to me” because they are the title two-word phrase.
ANSWER: “Worth It”
16. Skip Bayless tweeted that this action’s target “lived up to it” by discussing it with the media. A band that
Joe Nutter initially thought was a pro wrestler called Smash Mouth did this in a tweet hashtagged King
Fraud. In the 2011 finals, Shawn Marion made a dumb pun while doing this after scoring. The most famous
time this action occurred, its target responded by saying that he is(*) “a man with three kids.” In the 2015
playoffs, a fan at TD Garden wore a t-shirt that did this, and Rajon Rondo was once photographed with a fan
wearing the same shirt that does this. For 10 points, name this action which occurred in game 4 of the 2016 NBA
finals, when Draymond Green did it seconds after the 2013 MVP tried to step over him.
ANSWER: Calling LeBron James a bitch [accept “LeBitch”; accept “LeBron, you’re a bitch”; accept anything
that indicates another person is saying “bitch” in relation to LeBron James; accept Draymond Green calling
LeBron James a bitch; accept either or both of “LeBron” and “James”; do not take wrong answers involving
hitting LeBron in the nuts]
17. In the opening credits of a show centered on this figure, a foo dog statue is lifted by the hook of an unseen
machine while pieces of a spherical object are recovered by Ivy and Zack; in those credits, lyrics rhyme
cultural icons like the Mona Lisa and the Leaning Tower of Pisa. On another show featuring this figure, an
“info beam” is used to brief henchman(*) like Jacqueline Hyde and Dr. Belljar, members of the organization
V.I.L.E. On one show, the musical group Rockapella aided “The Chief,” who provided challenges to “gumshoes” in
a game show where contestants receive “ACME crime bucks” and whose events included “The Chase” plus a world
map bonus round where this woman is pursued. Questions posed regarding this figure’s locations asked “Where in
Time,” “Where on Earth,” and “Where in the World” she is. For 10 points, name this red-clad, globe-trotting female
criminal.
ANSWER: Carmen Sandiego (accept either underlined portion)

18. Chloe faces off against El Diablo in the ring before escaping with Delgado who returns her home to this
city where she has puppies with Papi. Jim and Cindy decide to move from Minneapolis to this city along with
their children Brandon and Brenda in one show. Ben Gibbard sings “I don’t know why I return to the scenes
of these crimes” in a song(*) titled for the ghosts of a street in this city by Death Cab for Cutie. In another song
about this city, the singer says that his “automobile is a piece of crap” and his “fashion sense is a little whack” and
says that living here is “where I want to be.” The Drysdales are next door neighbors with the Clampetts after they
move to this city when Jed finds oil. For 10 points, name this city that is the setting for a show about some hillbillies
that move there and for a show set in 90210.
ANSWER: Beverly Hills
19. One of the villains on this TV show steals an Anubis head that turns everyone into dogs. In another
episode of this TV show, the same villain turns Harry Pitts into a weapon because he has cooties. Ms. Keane is
the kindergarten teacher at(*) Pokey Oaks and teaches the main characters of this TV show to use math to defeat
the Amoeba Boys. Brick. Boomer, and Butch are the evil male counterparts of the main characters in this TV show.
The main characters of this show were created by Professor Utonium by spilling Chemical X into his mixture of
sugar, spice, and everything nice. For 10 points, name this Cartoon Network show starring Bubbles, Blossom, and
Buttercup.
ANSWER: The Powerpuff Girls
20. Sasha is killed in battle while trying to help Octavia in this place. Residents of this place chant “whatever
the hell we want” around a campfire and discover glow-in-the-dark butterflies and mutated deer. Reapers
live on Mount Weather in this location which is home to(*) Camp Jaha. Pike leads the town of Arkadia and fights
the grounders in this location. Bellamy begins a relationship with Clarke in this place, where he escaped to after
shooting the Chancellor. Residents of this place remove their transmitting wristbands after being sent here due to
being criminals under the age of 18. For 10 points, name this place where the 100 were sent from the Ark.
ANSWER: Earth

PACKET FIVE
1. Shiva is a spirit of this type who attacks using Diamond Dust. A doberman that becomes a triple-handle
nunchuk uses this substance as a weapon and is named Cerberus. Vexen’s shield is made of this substance
in(*) Kingdom Hearts. After being shot out of a canon in Carnival Night, Sonic ends up in a place named for this
substance. Avalugg and Mega Glalie are this type which is Jynx and Piloswine’s primary type. Popo and Nana carry
hammers and throw this substance in Super Smash Bros and appear in a game named for climbing it. For 10 points,
name this cold stuff.
ANSWER: ice
2. Soul Asylum says they should start a company that produces this thing. The singer wears a spiky headdress
and yellow mesh outfit in the music video for a song titled for this thing in which the singer says “you’re like
drugs to me.” One song partly titled for this emotion describes a girl who has(*) “a body like an hourglass
that’s ticking like a clock.” The singer begs the listener to “put me out of” this state in the third single off This Is
What the Truth Feels Like. For 10 points, name this emotion that titles a 2016 single by Gwen Stefani and a song
about its “business” by Paramore.
ANSWER: misery
3. Top scorers in a game named for this location include Ass Cancer and Kainut. In one song that mentions
this location, the singer says “like Lieutenant Dan, I’m rolling” before noting that he “might throw up in the
hotel bathroom sink” because he’s blown and zooted. This location is mentioned in Danny Brown’s(*) “Dip.”
The owner of this location asks “you know how many hot bitches I own?” and tells the listeners that they “are now
watching the throne.” The owner of this location claims that he balls so hard muhfuckas wanna fine me. For 10
points, name this location that you should not let the singer of “Niggas in Paris” into.
ANSWER: Kanye’s zone
4. Description acceptable until giveaway. After consuming aspirin they find in a tube, these characters turn
yellow and grow long blue beards and hair. One of these two characters thinks a group of three can’t split
into two groups because half of three is one and a half, after which both of them walk into a sign reading
“Blind Corner.” After these two characters accuse the protagonist of(*) smuggling heroin, he escapes with
Sarcophagus. One of these two characters spells his name with a silent P, as in psychology. Though they normally
wear black suits, bowler hats, and canes these two characters adopt traditional garb of whatever country they’re
visiting such as in King Ottokar’s Sceptre and Cigars of the Pharaoh. For 10 points, name these two bumbling
policeman that look like identical twins despite having slightly different last names in Tintin.
ANSWER: Thomson and Thompson [description acceptable until the giveaway; also accept Dupont and Dupond
or Durant and Durand or X33 and X33bis]
5. When discussing one of these people, a teacher says “I don’t care about 17, she’s a 10.” One of these people
wonders why she was Bosley when there are three angels. One of these people was called “douchebag” and
“A-Urkel” because he’s the Asian Urkel. Another one of these people is afraid that she’ll end up driving a
riding lawnmower while drinking white wine like her mom. These peoples’ role(*) is to give intel on their
friends and be approachable because “no one is trying to get with them.” Madison releases a secret video of one of
these people pretending a mannequin is Toby after Wesley takes that person, Bianca, shopping because she asks him
in her monster voice to make her dateable. For 10 points, name this acronym for a less popular, slightly pudgier part
of a friendgroup that titles a 2015 film starring Mae Whitman.
ANSWER: The DUFF [Designated Ugly Fat Friend]

6. This song plays as a piano is launched by a trebuchet in Northern Exposure. A woman wearing Grip Shoes
walks down an aisle to retrieve a pen floating in the air to the tune of this song. Spongebob teaches
Squidward how to catch jellyfish to the tune of this song. In preparation for John and Mary’s wedding in The
Sign of Three,(*) Sherlock rehearses his dance with Janine to this song. This song plays while Homer eats potato
chips but abruptly stops when he crashes his head into the experimental ant colony where ants are learning to sort
tiny screws in space. This song plays during the credits after Bowman is transformed into a fetus floating behind the
Earth. For 10 points, name this song that plays while a ship docks with the space station and during the closing
credits of 2001: A Space Odyssey, a waltz by Johann Strauss.
ANSWER: The Blue Danube
7. The music video for this song opens with a video screen depicting a sealed envelope and is incredibly
reminiscent of Michael and Janet Jackson’s “Scream” video. A response to this 1999 song by Sporty Thievz
replaced the second word in its title with “Pigeons.” This song and “Unpretty” were the highest charting hits
from the album(*) Fanmail. The title figures of this song are “also known as a buster,” as well as “a guy who
thinks he’s fly” and who can’t “get no love from me.” For 10 points, name this song in which TLC describes what
they don’t want in a man.
ANSWER: No Scrubs (Fun fact! This song was co-written by Kandi Burruss, who stars on The Real Housewives of
Atlanta. So yeah, there’s your connection.)
8. One song by this artist claims “She's got the lily-white cavity crazes / She's got a carburetor tied to the
moon” before complaining about the atmospheric condition. In another song. this artist worries about the
state of his mind indicating it might be related to his ghetto blastin’. This artist created GameBoy Variations,
an EP of his songs including “Hell Yes”, with an 8 bit feel. This “full grown man” will let you be his
chaperone to the halfway house on the track “Sexx Laws” from his album Midnite Vultures. This man kept his
“Black Tambourine” shaking on the soundtrack for David Lynch’s Inland Empire and the album Guero. This artist
featured “Devil’s Haircut”, and “New Pollution” alongside “Where It’s At” on his Grammy winning 1997 album
Odelay. For 10 points, name this artist who exemplified Generation X aspirations with his song “Loser.”
ANSWER: Beck
9. An excessive celebration penalty was enforced during this game despite the touchdown being nullified. An
assistant coach pulled the hair of an opposing player during this game, which included a between the legs
touchdown catch the league said should not have counted. A postgame Instagram video posted by a player in
this game correctly accused the “fuckin’ refs” of “doing a horrible fucking job,” because(*) Ryan Shazier was
not flagged for a brutal hit and Joey Porter drew a flag after instigating beef with Adam Jones. Vontaze Burfict was
suspended after this game for making a dangerous play that injured Antonio Brown. For 10 points, name this
miserable January 2016 game that ensured Cincinnati would extend its streak of not winning in the playoffs.
ANSWER: 2016 Bengals-Steelers Wild Card round playoff game [or obvious equivalents that indicate the
Cincinnati Bengals losing to the Pittsburgh Steelers during the playoffs; prompt on answers that do not indicate
playoffs] [Writer note: while some Bengals players clearly made some bad hits during this game, the entire Steelers
organization, especially their coaches, were out of control from kickoff, and nobody in the press acknowledged that]
10. This species titles an album which includes the tracks “Wake Up” and “The Antidote” by Story of the
Year. Two kangaroos flank this species on the coat of arms for Western Australia, where this species in
Anserinae is found.(*) Nina stabs herself with a shard of mirror after an imaginary fight with Lily, whom she had
earlier had a vision of sleeping with after taking ecstasy in a movie titled for this species. Von Rothbart’s daughter
Odile is this species that impersonates Odette. For 10 points, name this species in genus Cygnus that titles a movie
about ballerinas starring Natalie Portman.
ANSWER: Black Swans [prompt on “swan”]

11. On this TV show Kate gets her new stepsister drunk at their parents wedding forcing them to postpone it.
The alias of Vivian Darkbloom was used by two characters on this show. Byron and Ella take their family to
Iceland for a year after a disappearance on this show. A girl in this show dated(*) Maya St. Germain until she
was murdered by her stalker ex-boyfriend who posed as her cousin Nate. On this show Wren Kingston was engaged
to Melissa Hastings before kissing her sister. One of the characters in this show dated her English teacher, Mr. Fitz.
For 10 points, name this TV show where Hanna, Aria, Spencer, and Emily investigate the death of their friend
Alison.
ANSWER: Pretty Little Liars
12. In a song partly titled for this concept, the Band Perry says “hold my hand so we can run, you and I,
we’re staying young.” Because they “know that you feel me somehow,” the Goo Goo Dolls would give this up
to touch you. One song with this title was used in commercials for(*) Double Mint Gum and the singer says that
“It’s gon’ be me you and the dance floor, ‘cause we’ve only got one night.” In a song partly titled for this concept,
the singer wishes that “you grow up to be righteous” and “grow up to be true.” In a song with this title, Drake
proclaims “first name greatest.” For 10 points, name this length of time that Bob Dylan wishes you will stay young.
ANSWER: forever
13. In a song partly titled for this place, the singer says “I see you, the only one who knew me, but now your
eyes see through me.” The singer says that even if you have a “stiff back” or “stiff knees” you “stand
straight” at this store in a song that says(*) “a kiss on the hand may be quite continental.” Paul has a ring from a
Cracker Jack box engraved at this store. A Deep Blue Something song partly titled for this place repeats the line “as
I recall, I think, we both kind of liked it.” Holly Golightly is the central character in a movie titled for breakfast at
this store. For 10 points, name this luxury jewelry store in New York City.
ANSWER: Tiffany & Co [accept Tiffany’s]
14. An employee of this place gets a girl an audition with Frank Sinatra and also helps found a fake fraternity
to distract Julie from her surprise party. The Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders visit this place where a couple
search for hidden treasure. Gopher works at this place which also employed(*) Doc Bricker. This place is
called the Pacific Princess. This location is shown behind two blue circles filled with hearts while guest stars’ faces
are displayed. Ted Lange is the bartender of this place whose Director is Julie McCoy. Gavin MacLeod portrays
Merril Stubing, the captain of this ship. For 10 points, name this cruise ship that titles a 1980s TV show.
ANSWER: The Love Boat [accept Pacific Princess before it is read]
15. The SNL digital short "3-Way (The Golden Rule)" features Justin Timberlake, Andy Samberg, and this
artist. The cover of this singer’s third studio album was designed by the artist of Balloon Dog and featured
paintings by Botticelli and the singer sitting behind a blue gazing ball. In one music video, this singer
portrays(*) Mary Magdalene and she swallows a rosary while wearing a red latex nun’s habit in another music
video. Referencing the cover of Artpop, she sings “"One second I'm a Koons then suddenly the Koons is me," in the
song “Applause.” For 10 points, name this singer of “Bad Romance” and “Pokerface.”
ANSWER: Lady Gaga (accept Stafani Germanotta)
16. One character on this show is described as the most beautiful girl in the whole wide room and is definitely
in the top three good looking girls on the street, depending on the street. In one episode of this show, a
character daydreams at the laundromat that he’s settled down and on Tuesday nights he teaches Sally’s
mother how to use the video machine again, but Wednesday night is business night because there’s nothing
on TV. The two central characters of this show both met the same woman played by(*) Kristen Wiig about 20
or 23 seconds ago while she was looking for her dog Charlie in the park. When one of the two central characters on
this show starts dating Coco, the other helps him pen the lines “I’ll take off all my clothes for you, if that’s what
you’re into.” The central characters on this show call themselves Hiphopopotamus and Rhymenoceros and are
named Jemaine and Bret. For 10 points, name this show that shares its name with the New Zealand comedy band it
centers on.
ANSWER: Flight of the Conchords

17. Part of this character’s uniform is made of terillium-carbonic alloy. After landing on unstable terrain in
the movie this character appears in, he asks another character if they have discovered crystallic fusion to
repair his turbo boosters. This character says “this is an intergalactic emergency. I need to commandeer your
vessel to Sector 12”(*) before being captured by the claw. This character “falls with style” because he cannot
actually fly. A cowboy pushes this character out of a window because he is jealous. For 10 points, name this space
ranger Toy Story character with the catchphrase “to infinity and beyond.”
ANSWER: Buzz Lightyear
18. At one point in this video, a woman purchases a ticket from a company called Luxury Airlines. The
phrases “techno pig” and “thunder chunky” can be seen in the background of this video. The protagonist of
this video pretends that spray paint is deodorant after getting caught(*) tagging a wall. A group of gangsters
get hit in the head with a basketball during this video, which ends with the protagonist telling a cab driver “yo
homes, smell ya later!” The protagonist of this video drinks orange juice out of a champagne glass while in first
class after putting his Walkman on while flying to live with his aunt and uncle. For 10 points, name this video that
opens a show about a guy who was born and raised in West Philadelphia, played by Will Smith.
ANSWER: the intro to The Fresh Prince of Bel Air
19. In 2009, this man called for the arrest of three people in conjunction with the death of Anna Nicole Smith,
citing the enforcement of professional accountability. After failures early in this man’s career, he joined
Mother Teresa working in a home for the dying. This man’s relationship with a pop star ended after he stated
that she would ruin his chance at the(*) White House; that woman was Linda Ronstadt. In 1974, this man, was
said to be “Out there with the solar beanies and a roof top collectors” and is one of today’s “greenest” politicians.
This man has sent letters trolling other governmental officials for ignorance towards climate change, including Rick
Scott and Ben Carson. For 10 points, name this Zen Fascist who will control you 100%, according to the Dead
Kennedy’s, nicknamed Moonbeam, the current governor of California.
ANSWER: Edmund Gerald "Jerry" Brown Jr. [accept Jerry “Moonbeam” Brown]
20. This actress’s first movie appearance was as Young Celia in Innocent Lies. In another movie, Cecilia,
played by this actress, dies as a flood victim in the Balham tube station bombing during The Blitz. In one
movie this actress plays Juliette who tells her mother “just because I wear trakkies and play sport does not
make me a lesbian!”(*) As another character named Juliet, this actress reads cue cards while Mark plays Christmas
carols in Love Actually. In another movie this actress invokes the right of parley after being kidnapped and brought
onboard the Black Pearl. For 10 points, name this British actress who played Elizabeth Bennett in Pride and
Prejudice and Elizabeth Swann in the Pirates of the Caribbean series.
ANSWER: Keira Knightley

PACKET SIX
1. Naomi Klein's book No Logo heavily influenced this band's 2000 album, one of whose tracks mentions how
the singer will “float down the Liffey” as if “this isn't happening.” This band’s drummer and lead guitarist
partially formed the fictional band known as the Weird Sisters who performed at the Yule Ball in Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire. This band behind(*) “How to Disappear Completely” saw two of its members first
play together in the punk band TNT, before joining with men like Phil Selway and Jonny Greenwood in forming the
band On a Friday. This band sampled a prank call skit by the Jerky Boys on the track “How Do You?” from their
album Pablo Honey. In 2016, they released their ninth studio album titled A Moon Shaped Pool. Thom Yorke fronts,
for 10 points, what British rock band behind the album Kid A, who sang of being “a weirdo” in their single “Creep”?
ANSWER: Radiohead
2. In one song on this album, the singer describes a man who likes “whisky with his tea” and “classic vinyl.”
The artist behind this album says she’ll take her man to Red Lobster if he “fuck me good.” In one track off
this album, the singer says that “Channel 9 news tell me I’m movin’ backwards” and prays that his name(*)
carved into concrete forever reads the title of the song. “Daddy Lessons” and “Freedom” appear on this album
whose lead single describes “haters corny with that illuminati mess” and whose singer says her man better call
“Becky with the good hair.” The singer repeats “cause I slay” and tells her ladies to get in “Formation” on this
album. For 10 points, name this 2016 Beyonce album.
ANSWER: Lemonade
3. This character sang part of “Parent’s Just Don’t Understand” before learning about a fire at a park. This
character was sent a cake from a gay bar called “The Bulge” after marrying(*) two penguins at a local zoo.
This character was actually born in Eagleton because her hometown hospital was overrun by raccoons. This
character’s favorite food is waffles from J.J.’s Diner. When this character’s best friend wants to date a guy she slept
with she says “hoes before bros. Uteruses before duderuses.” This character also calls Ann a “beautiful, rulebreaking moth” and a “poetic, noble land-mermaid.” For 10 points, name this Parks and Recreation character played
by Amy Poehler.
ANSWER: Leslie Knope (accept either)
4. In one role, this actor votes not to let a man into his house before that man gets decapitated. In that role, he
says it isn’t weird that Milky Ways are his special thing. In one role, this actor says that he thinks they should
stay where they are because he’s in the dumpster already and later gets his foot stuck through the window of
a cop car. This man fills a revolver with blanks and gives it to a man who later leads a group of(*) cannibals
that eat this actor. Michael Cera slaps Rihanna’s ass at a party at this man’s house. This actor played a drug dealer in
Pineapple Express and was the host of the party in This is the End. For 10 points, name this actor who played Harry
Osborn in Spider-Man.
ANSWER: James Franco
5. One person to hold this title meets a young woman and says, “Aren’t we hooked on phonics”, before
stealing her copy of Howl and writing in the margins. The first man to hold this title attempts to be helpful,
but is described as “like Ruth Gordon just standing there with a tannis root.” One man who failed to obtain
this title earned the nickname “The Naked Man” in his first semester at(*) Yale. The last man to hold this
position in the series on which they all appear is part of a secret society, with the slogan “In Omnia Paratus” and
invites the main character to an event in which a group is observed having an entire conversation without using the
letter e. This title is held by Dean Forester, Jess Mariano, and Logan Huntzberger. For 10 points, name this title held
by residents of Stars Hollow that dated Lorelai’s daughter on Gilmore Girls.
ANSWER: Boyfriends of Rory Gilmore

6. Stevie Nicks appears in the opening of a music video by this group that contains a sample from her “Edge
of Seventeen.” This group sings “now you ask to use my car/drive it all day and don't fill up the tank” in one
song and in another they sing “I buy my own diamonds and(*) I buy my own rings.” In one song this group
sings “you know I'm not gon diss you on the internet/cause my mama taught me better than that.” One song by this
group starts “ladies leave yo man at home/the club is full of ballas and they pockets full grown.” This group sings
“You actin' kinda shady/ain't callin' me baby” in the track “Say My Name.” For 10 points, name this girl group that
sings “Survivor” and “Independent Women” and includes Kelly Rowland, Michelle Williams, and Beyonce.
ANSWER: Destiny's Child
7. Despite the fact that there are no bookstores in Moose Lake because that place is a state penitentiary
wasteland, the protagonist of this movie is raised by Linda Gunderson in Moose Lake, Minnesota before
Tulio Monteiro visits. The protagonist of this movie compares himself to the cheese with mold on it that
smells really bad. Roseate Spoonbills make an appearance at a dance in this movie(*) set to the song “I Wanna
Party” after the protagonist arrives just in time for Carnival. The protagonist of this movie admits to picking his beak
and peeing in his bird bath when talking to Jewel, a female Spix’s Macaw. When the protagonist of this movie tries
to fly, he falls onto a hang glider that goes past the statue of Christ the Redeemer. For 10 points, name this movie
about a rare blue macaw who gets sent to Brazil.
ANSWER: Rio
8. After listening to “Easy Lover,” two of these people can’t remember if they had sex the previous night. One
of these people was arrested for urinating in public at a Swingers game and was called a “needy, washed up
celebrity” by his sponsor ZiT. One of these people was a prostitute before getting several sex changes and
appears as the Boss in(*) Say Cheese and In the Air Tonight. Cara Delevigne voices one of these people on Non
Stop Pop. One of these people, Lazlow Jones, hosts a show on Chatterbox which the player can hear on Liberty City
Free Radio. For 10 points, name these people that you can hear on the radio while you steal cars in a video game
series.
ANSWER: DJs of radio stations in Grand Theft Auto
9. In one commercial for this brand, the actor asks “why would I spend my life savings on sunglasses for a
whale?” In one commercial for this brand, an arm comes out of a bubble bath so that a man can blow a
trumpet as he rides out of an old west town with a prisoner in tow. Jamaal Charles was mailed a bust of
himself(*) by this brand. Saving the wildlife and fewer mergers and acquisitions are part of the five year plan for an
actor in one commercial for this brand who takes over as boss from his interviewer. An actor in a commercial for
this brand notes that “I never have to choose between having protection and having a great head of hair” because of
the Hair Helmet. The hashtag #smellegendary is used by this brand whose commercials feature a man who tells you
to look at your man, then back at him. For 10 points, name this brand whose commercials feature The Man Your
Man Could Smell Like.
ANSWER: Old Spice
10. This character hasn’t been in a fight since the 5th grade and tries to start one but is interrupted by an old
man who used to be much stronger. He asks Linda to change out of a Van Halen shirt before she jinxes the
band. Billy Idol(*) pushes a beverage cart to allow this person to perform “Grow Old With You” on an airplane
before Glenn is pushed into the bathroom. This character has a crush on a waitress named Julia who is engaged to
Glenn Gulia. For 10 points, name this title character who gets stood up at the altar, played by Adam Sandler.
ANSWER: the Wedding Singer [or Robbie Hart]
11. A girl in this movie is asked to come over sometime and work out, because she looks like she works out,
and later pushes the protagonist in harm’s way saying “nope, it’s just you.” The setting of this movie is
described as “twelve days north of Hopeless and a few degrees south of Freezing to Death. It's located solidly
on the Meridian of Misery.”(*) Gobber is a blacksmith in this movie who has many different attachments to
replace his missing hand. In this movie, Stoick the Vast sets out with his fleet to a lair with a Night Fury as the
guide. The protagonist of this movie makes a prosthetic fin for the creature he captures and learns to ride. Snotlout,
Fishlegs, and Astrid are other vikings who learn to fight alongside the protagonist of this movie. For 10 points, name
this animated movie about Hiccup and Toothless.
ANSWER: How to Train Your Dragon

12. This actress portrays a character who writes the column “Helpline” while working at the Eagle on a show
paired with Foley Square. This actress played Mary Todd opposite Sam Waterston in the 1988 mini-series
Lincoln. The(*) IDS Tower is shown in the intro to this actress’s namesake show which spawned a statue on
Nicollet Mall. One character portrayed by this actress is the producer of the “Six O’Clock News” and is best friends
with Rhoda. For 10 points, name this actress who portrayed Laura Petrie on The Dick Van Dyke Show and Mary
Richards on her namesake show set in Minneapolis.
ANSWER: Mary Tyler Moore
13. The protagonist of this series is a fan of Godspeed You! Black Emperor and Spoon. Pizza Girl is a
superhero in this series. One character on this series has glowing glasses that allow him to talk to an AI
companion woman named May. That character, Dale, plays World of Warcraft with(*) Marigold in this series.
The mother of this series’ protagonist is a professional dominatrix. A character in this series was raised in a
spaceship and works for Dora at Coffee of Doom. For 10 points, name this webcomic by Jeph Jacques centering on
hipsters Marten and Faye and the robot Pintsize.
ANSWER: Questionable Content [QC]
14. Serge offers to make espresso with a lemon twist to visitors to an art gallery in this movie. The musical
theme for the main character in this movie was remixed into the most famous Crazy Frog song. After getting
arrested the main character of this movie says “disturbing the peace? I got thrown out of a window! What's
the fuckin' charge for getting pushed out of a moving car, huh? Jaywalking?”(*) Damon Wayan made his film
debut in this movie as the man who gives the main character the bananas that are stuck in a tailpipe to disable a
police car. Victor Maitland is the evil art dealer and drug smuggler in this movie. For 10 points, name this movie
where Eddie Murphy plays police officer Axel Foley who goes to Los Angeles to avenge the the death of his friend.
ANSWER: Beverly Hills Cop
15. One player in this series began it 0 for 11 after breaking his scapula a month before. A Grantland oral
history of this series described its “53 minutes of madness.” In this series, a player became the oldest to ever
make his playoff debut, and a player who wasn’t on the active roster was ejected. The benches cleared during
this series after a player was tapped on the butt. The roof was not opened for this series’ deciding game(*)
because it would have been too cold to close it again. Fans at this series threw garbage on the field, starting beef
when a player tried to make them stop. Its deciding game included Dale Scott’s use of rule 6.03(a) to allow Rougned
Odor to score, but the home team won this series after a beautiful Jose Bautista bat flip. For 10 points, give this
series in which the Blue Jays beat the Rangers in an insane game 5.
ANSWER: 2015 ALDS [accept 2015 American League Division Series; accept Blue Jays-Rangers playoff series
before mentioned; accept Toronto-Texas playoff series; prompt on partial answer]
16. In a song titled for this stuff, Allison Krauss sings that “life is short, but this time it was bigger” and
describes burying a woman “beneath the willow while the angels sang” a lullaby titled for this stuff. In one
song titled for this stuff, the singer says that he’s “looked for love in all the same old places” and that he stays
“stoned on your love all the time.” In a song that compares a woman to “smoke” that the singer pulls in nice
and slow,(*) he says that she “goes great with ice cold beer” or this substance. One song titled for this substance
says that the addressee is as “sweet as strawberry wine” and as “warm as a glass of brandy.” For 10 points, name
this substance that Chris Stapleton sings about being from Tennessee in a song from Traveller.
ANSWER: whiskey
17. This character started life in a village in Spain where he learned the family craft before tragedy befell his
father and this character escaped with only minor superficial injuries. This character proceeded to train
tirelessly to become the best at his art and he acquires the title “Wizard”(*) before becoming an alcoholic,
before he becomes a mercenary with hopes of accomplishing his life goal. This character is equally adept at his
craft, fencing, both right handed and left handed, when loses a battle he is spared due to “respect for his abilities”
then is assisted by his fellow mercenary, Fezzik. For 10 points, name this character, a Spanish brat, who warns
Count Rugen to prepare to die in the Princess Bride.
ANSWER: Inigo Montoya

18. On an episode of Say Yes to the Dress, this celebrity made a surprise appearance to help her best friend
Tiffany Rinehart. The Bravo specials Everybody Can Suck It and Gurrl Down were hosted by this woman,
who played a hit-and-run witness in Pulp Fiction and voiced the perpetually grumpy Alice on the short lived
Dilbert animated series. This former co-host of Fashion Police hosted the Comedy Central Roast of her
mentor,(*) Joan Rivers. For 10 points, name this red-headed comedian and host of the series My Life on the D-List.
ANSWER: Kathy Griffin (or Kathleen Mary Griffin)
19. In a song about the ability to perform this action, the singer says he will use it to “stop the pain” and will
use it to “find the words to tell you how” a girl at the laundromat makes him feel “like a fool, kinda sick,
special needs.” After acquiring the ability to perform this action, two characters give the Pope a wedgie and
pants their principal before placing(*) Martin in front of an angry mob. Piper can perform this action on Charmed
as can Hiro Nakamura on Heroes. Zack uses this ability to avoid being punched by Slater and prevent Kelly from
kissing a boy and uses it to address the audience of Saved by the Bell by calling “Time out!” For 10 points, name
this ability that Bart and Milhouse acquire from a magic stopwatch.
ANSWER: freeze time for everyone else but them [accept equivalents and prompt generously]
20. If this character had a truck he might have called it the “Winne-Bango” or the “18-Squeeler.” This
character had to wear a rubber ducky tie for a year after losing a bet. This character found out that his real
father is a driving instructor after his mother admitted that(*) Bob Barker was not his real father. This character
was detained by airport security for leaving a bag full of condoms and a power bar at a baggage carousel on a trip to
Philadelphia where he licked the Liberty Bell. This character frequently high fives people, including himself, and
says “legen-wait for it-dary.” For 10 points, name this How I Met Your Mother character played by Neil Patrick
Harris.
ANSWER: Barney Stinson (accept either)

PACKET SEVEN
1. This band sang "Friends Never Say Goodbye" with Elton John on the Road to El Dorado soundtrack. “In a
World Like This” is the title track off this band’s 2013 album. In the movie This is the End Jay Baruchel
wishes for this band in Heaven. This band’s first greatest hits album included the single(*) “Drowning.” The
album Black and Blue by this band includes the tracks “The Call” and “Shape of My Heart.” A song with the lyrics
“all you people can't you see, can't you see/how your love's affecting our reality” appeared on this band’s album
Millennium. For 10 points, name this boy band that sings the songs “Everybody,” “Larger than Life,” and “I Want It
That Way.”
ANSWER: Backstreet Boys
2. Gallinago delicata is one of these Scolopacids that makes a “winnowing” noise and is frequently confused
for American Woodcock. In Team Fortress 2, a character partly titled for this bird was raised in the
Australian Outback and carries a kukri, submachine gun, and rifle. A video game series partly titled for these
birds is subtitled(*) “Ghost Warrior.” Kevin is ostensibly one of these birds found by Russell while he is “Assisting
the Elderly” and Carl sends him to find one in Up. For 10 points, name these birds that are the subject of a “hunt”
which is practical joke played at camps akin to a wild goose chase.
ANSWER: snipe
3. According to this character, he was born on a cold Chicago night on America’s bicentennial. When
appearing on the show Tiffany, this character is described as “extremely clumsy” and “dresses like this on
purpose.” Ted’s cousin(*) Myra stalks this character after they break up. He creates Boss Sauce and Cool Juice in
order to turn into the suave Stefan. This character has a crush on Laura Winslow. He wears glasses and suspenders
and frequently asks “Did I do that?” in a high-pitched voice. For 10 points, name this geeky character played by
Jaleel White on Family Matters.
ANSWER: Steve Urkel [accept either]
4. The parents in this family didn’t actually send the dog Chichi to live on the Milner’s farm in Connecticut.
One member of this family pretended to be a girl in an effort to go to the beauty parlor with his mom. A
member of this family sleeps with Paul the Wine Guy. At the funeral for a grandmother in this family, a
character falls into an open grave and, after taking painkillers, tells(*) Chandler that it’s okay if he’s gay. A
member of this family says he doesn’t want his aura cleansed by Phoebe after finding out his ex-wife Carol is a
lesbian. For 10 points, name this family that includes the siblings Ross and Monica on Friends.
ANSWER: Geller
5. Mr. Coreander advises one of the characters in this movie not to take the title object, but he ignores him
and brings it to the attic of his school. Artax drowning in the Swamp of Sadness is a traumatizing scene in this
movie. One of the main characters in this movie meets the gnomes Engywook and Urgl at the Southern
Oracle after being rescued by(*) Falkor the Luck Dragon. The Nothing tries to destroy the fantasy world in this
movie and sends the wolf Gmork to kill one of the main characters. For 10 points, name this movie about Bastian
reading a book about Atreyu and the Childlike Empress in Fantasia.
ANSWER: The Neverending Story
6. A scientist one of these creatures can create a bull named Urchin. Some of these creatures are named after
Bo Diddley in their first appearance at the Desert Land fortress. Zealots of the Lady revere one of these
creatures who is fought by the former Pinkerton agent Booker in Bioshock Infinite and was the wife of
Zachary Hale Comstock. Some of these creatures live in the gardens of(*) Luigi’s mansion in Dark Moon and
include puppies. White ones of these creatures with big floppy red tongues cover their eyes when Mario and Luigi
look at them in the Super Mario games. Sue replaces Clyde, one of these creatures, in an alternate version of a game
whose protagonist wears a bow and runs around a maze. For 10 points, name these supernatural creatures that
include Clyde, Inky, Blinky, and Pinky from Pac-Man.
ANSWER: ghosts

7. In 1990, this character was called the “quintessential consumer” and compared to the federal budget. This
character’s name may have been Sid before he became known by his nickname. In one episode of Family
Guy,this character was taken to rehab. This character has appeared in several Apple ads with Siri including
one while he waits impatiently(*) for the timer for his baked goods to go off. In a PBS special, this character got
trapped overnight in the Metropolitan Museum of Art with Oscar, Bert, Ernie, and Grover, and sings the title song
“Don’t Eat the Pictures.” For 10 points, name this Sesame Street character that is particularly fond of desserts.
ANSWER: Cookie Monster
8. Members of this family sold its stake in Las Vegas’s Fiesta Rancho Casino in order to build The Palms.
Much of the beer distribution in the southwestern US is handled by companies owned by this family, who
allowed an organization named the Monarchs to fold. One woman in this family, Adrienne, appeared on The
Real Housewives of Beverly Hills showing her marriage to Doctor Paul Nassif. A major property owned by
members of this family named Joe and Gavin was sold in 2013 to Vivek Ranadive.(*) For 10 points, name this
family that used to own the NBA’s Sacramento Kings.
ANSWER: Maloof family (be reasonable about answers that include first names as long as the last name is there)
9. In one song featuring this artist, he says “we the old Atlanta, new Atlanta, future of the city” and says that
rappers are “being dumbed down by the local radio stations.” This featured artist on “Banana Clipper” by
Run the Jewels featured Cutty on a track in which he sings “now party people in the club, it’s time to cut a
rug” and repeats the lines(*) “you’re in my system.” This singer describes the title woman as “a baby drama
mama, don’t like me” in a song whose chorus says “I’m sorry Ms. Jackson.” This artist collaborated with
Phantograms as Big Grams and included “Shutterbug” on his album Sir Lucious Left Foot: The Son of Chico Dusty.
For 10 points, name this member of Outkast along with Andre 3000.
ANSWER: Big Boi
10. Officer Allen tells the owner of these things to drop his weapons after he breaks in to Jim’s parents’
house. Mrs. Monroe takes all her clothes off in front of the owner of these things after showing him where the
salon is going to be. Joyce says that the owner of these things is not handicapped, he’s exceptional, and asks
him to give her a(*) haircut. A waterbed is destroyed by the owner of these things when he frightens Kim. These
things can kill a man with “one chop to a guy’s neck.” These things are used to create snow from an ice sculpture
and to sculpt a T-rex from a shrub. An Avon saleslady finds the owner of these things hiding in a mansion. For 10
points, name these appendages possessed by Edward in a Tim Burton movie.
ANSWER: scissorhands
11. Before starting this activity, Tyler Oakley complained that it was freezing and claimed he lost a finger
while Mamrie Hart dons a pizza costume. After engaging in this activity, Adam wakes up on the roof with
two lawn chairs after his roommate Anders emerges from the trunk of a car parked in their yard. Some
versions of this game allow a player to remove one of the two title objects when it is complete. An
environmental law firm does not rescind a job offer despite a second “Beercules” streaking video emerging
after Marshall engages in this activity with Pete Durkeson on How I Met Your Mother. Contestants are not
disqualified for(*) vomiting during this activity but may not remove the title objects to pee. For 10 points, name
this drinking game in which a player duct tapes two bottles to their arms.
ANSWER: Edward Fortyhands [prompt on things like “drinking” or “partyin”]
12. In one song released by this label, the singer says “as sure as Moses’ staff parted the water” “that’s how
sure I am that blood is thicker than time.” “Paint the White House Black” appears on an album released by
this record label that was a follow up to The Cinderella Theory called Hey Man, Smell My Finger. The Voice
and Time Waits for No One were released by(*) Mavis Staples on this label. In one track released by this label, the
singer says “you don’t have to be rich, to be my girl.” This label recorded “Thieves in the Temple” at its recording
center. For 10 points, name this record label based in Chanhassen, Minnesota at Prince’s recording complex.
ANSWER: Paisley Park Records

13. This character rearranges the letters on his fridge to read “sux infinity” when a girl doesn’t call him back
and thinks that the “L-word” is “lesbian” when asked by his roommate Wallace. This character orders from
Amazon after learning that the girl he has a crush on works there. Anna Kendrick plays the sister of this
character who is attacked by(*) Mae Whitman’s character when she says she’s a little “bifurious.” His exgirlfriend Knives is called Kung Pao Chicken after she attacks Gideon. This bass player for Sex Bob-Omb has to
defeat a league that includes Matthew Patel, twins, a half ninja, and a record executive named Gideon in order to
date a girl with pink hair. For 10 points, name this character played by Michael Cera who fights Ramona Flowers’
seven evil exes when he is “vs. the World.”
ANSWER: Scott Pilgrim [accept either]
14. In the introduction to “Blow the Whistle,” Jay-Z likens this city to Brooklyn. V-Nasty sings of getting
“purple” from a region of this city which is “burning [her] lungs.” In “Nothin But Love,” 2Pac rapped that
“we spark it on ya” in this city, and in “California Love” he asks to “serenade the streets of L.A. / from [this
city] to Sacktown.” While forming a circle with her hands,(*) Kreayshawn notes that she’s a “representer” of this
city in her song “Gucci Gucci.” The singer laments how he doesn’t “really want to drive” and that he’d “rather die”
in this city, where he’ll “be thirty soon” according to “Telegraph Ave.” by Childish Gambino. Sir-Mix-A-Lot sang
of a woman with an “L.A. face” with a “booty” from this city, the home of the hyphy movement. A Too Short song
is titled after, for 10 points, what East Bay city, often referred to as Oaktown?
ANSWER: Oakland, California (prompt on “Oaktown” before mentioned)
15. In this movie Gus calls the main character many names, including lunch box, snack shack, cupcake, hot
dog, and butterscotch. An Egyptian character in this movie knows English because he spent many years at
Cambridge. Retired security guards Cecil, Gus, and Reginald try to steal an object in this movie because its
magical properties help keep them young. In this movie there is a rivalry between the(*) Cowboy Jedediah and
the Roman general Octavius. One character in this movie asks “Dum-Dum” for “gum-gum.” Robin Williams plays a
wax model of Teddy Roosevelt in this movie. For 10 points, name this movie with Ben Stiller where the exhibits at
the Museum of Natural History come to life after dark.
ANSWER: Night at the Museum
16. An alternate version of one of these depicts two naked people molesting stuffed toys. A little girl with
bunny ears and a hamster appear on one of these, another of which shows two girls picking strawberries
under a net. One of these images adds the line “kill your idols.” One of these depicts a scarecrow with a
pumpkin head on fire in front of a city skyline. One of these contains the text(*) “I stole my sister’s boyfriend.
It was all whirlwind, heat, and flash, within a week we killed my parents and hit the road.” and depicts a woman in
sunglasses smoking. That one of these images was created to go along with the songs “Tunic (Song for Karen)” and
“Dirty Boots” and appears on Goo. The one of these for Daydream Nation depicts a candle. For 10 points, name
these images that appear on Experimental Jet Set, Trash and No Star and Confusion is Sex.
ANSWER: Sonic Youth album covers
17. Farina is a germaphobe that lives in a plastic bubble in this comic strip. A cat named Snuffles appears in
this comic strip and has been involved in terrorist activity, including hiding Osama Bin Laden in his cat tree.
One character in this comic writes stories about(*) Elly Elephant, Angry Bob, and Danny Donkey, who tries to
teach children morals by drinking, smoking, and violence. That character in this comic strip often breaks the fourth
wall and criticizes the author’s drawing abilities and puns. The Zeeba Zeeba Eata fraternity of crocodiles lives next
to Zebra in this comic strip. For 10 points, name this comic strip created by Stephen Pastis which includes the
characters of Pig and Rat.
ANSWER: Pearls Before Swine

18. In 2014, the Pittsburgh Pirates stopped doing a Zoltan hand motion and instead did this to encourage
each other. Wikipedia helpfully points out that fans did this at an Andrew W.K. concert in Glasgow. One
person to do this credited Diego Sanchez with inventing it. In 2013, after Connor Cook put on a spin move to
get a touchdown against Michigan, Travis Jackson performed this while putting his hands in the air. Jackson
led a Breslin Center crowd that included Joe Nutter in this action at halftime of a basketball game, leading
the WWE(*) to turn the most famous person to do it back into a good guy. The most famous person to do this
sometimes wore a t-shirt with its transcription. After the tournament you are playing right now was announced,
Cody Voight posted a video of this. For 10 points, name this action done by wrestler Daniel Bryan.
ANSWER: Yes! Yes! Yes! [accept answers like any person mentioned in the text saying Yes! Yes! Yes!]
19. This writer had the super great idea to have Queen Clarisse surf on a mattress and Mia use a fake wooden
leg to ride side-saddle in Princess Diaries 2. In another work by this writer, Mimi, Kit, and Lucy travel to Los
Angeles after digging up their wish box on the night of their high school graduation in the Britney Spears
movie Crossroads. Annalise Keating teaches a class at(*) Middleton University in a show created by Peter
Nowalk and produced by this woman. Kerry Washington stars as Olivia Pope, the White House Communications
Director, in a show produced by this woman behind How to Get Away With Murder. For 10 points, name this
producer of Grey’s Anatomy and Scandal.
ANSWER: Shonda Rhimes
20. At the beginning of this TV series, the brother of one of the main characters was at the Ostroff Center
because he attempted suicide. A kid almost drowned after a group of students broke into the school pool on
this TV show. Georgina Sparks tells the characters in this TV show that one of the main characters left New
York after witnessing a drug overdose. On this show, siblings from Brooklyn named(*) Dan and Jenny
Humphrey attend Constance Billard and St. Jude's where they are outsiders. The title character of this series runs a
blog that that causes a lot of problems and exposes a lot of secrets of New York’s upper class. For 10 points, name
this TV show that follows the “scandalous lives of Manhattan’s elite” including Chuck Bass, Blair Waldorf, and
Serena van der Woodsen.
ANSWER: Gossip Girl

PACKET EIGHT
1. One character in this movie gets excited when she actually recognizes a song being played at a dance, that
song is “Built This Way” by DJ Samantha Ronson. When the principal in this movie mispronounces a
character’s name he mentions that he has a nephew named Anfernee.(*) October 3rd is celebrated by fans of
this movie. One character in this movie has a business card that says “Math Enthusiast/Bad-Ass M.C.” When there
is a large fight in this movie Mr. Duvall says “Hell, no. I did not leave the South Side for this!” as he hits the fire
alarm with a baseball bat. The “Burn Book” in this movie is filled with rumors, including the allegation that Ms.
Norbury sold drugs. At the end of this movie Regina George is hit by a bus. For 10 points, name this movie about
Cady Heron’s attempt to become one of The Plastics.
ANSWER: Mean Girls
2. During this player’s rookie season, @feministripper accused teammate Bruce Chen and him of being cheap
at a Minnesota strip club. In September 2015, someone put bubble gum on his head in the dugout. This
player’s manager said that “there’s a little frustration when things like this happen” to him. In 2015, a run of
three of his starts where the benches cleared was capped by a(*) brawl during an Adam Eaton ground out,
leading to a 7 game suspension. This player predictably gave up a home run when put into a game 2 days after
throwing 73 pitches. Salvador Perez stood and watched while Manny Machado charged the mound to whale on this
person. For 10 points, name this diminutive Royals starter who throws 102 miles per hour and likes starting
something.
ANSWER: Yordano Ventura
3. Because she’s obsessed with him, a girl says this character’s name instead of the capital of Pennsylvania
but later develops a crush on Henry Fussy and forgets about this character like Dr. Dorian said. Lurvy tries
to cheer this character up with molasses. A friend of this character says she would not describe him as
“crunchy” or “pre-shrunk” but would call him(*) radiant. Templeton collects magazine scraps to help spell
words describing this character who is sent to Homer Zuckerman’s farm because he’s the runt of the litter. This
character is saved when Fern asks “Where’s papa going with that axe?” before living near a spider who describes
him as “Some pig.” For 10 points, name this pig created by E.B. White in Charlotte’s Web.
ANSWER: Wilbur
4. In a role as the character Robbie, this actor believes to be the fantasy character Pardieu in a film centered
on role-playing games which is titled Mazes and Monsters. This man starred alongside Shelley Long in a film
about a mansion with escalating repair costs, and in another role he plays a stranded traveler from the wartorn nation Krakozhia. This actor of the films The Money Pit and(*) The Terminal has portrayed real-life figures
like pilot Chesley Sullenberger and Captain Richard Phillips. In the title role of another film, a character played by
this man befriends a shrimp fisherman nicknamed Bubba as well as the legless Lieutenant Dan. The quote “Life is
like a box of chocolates” is spoken by, for ten points, what Bay Area-born man who won a Best Actor Oscar for
portraying Forrest Gump?
ANSWER: Tom Hanks [or Thomas Jeffrey Hanks]
5. A song by this artist says that his ex “was over me before the grass grew back where she used to park her
car.” and in another song he thinks that his ex will “Stay up and paint my favorite shade of red on your nails”
when she can’t fall asleep and that she will “Lie about my jacket and tell everyone it's yours.” “The sky is
dropping Jupiter around us like some old train” is a line from this artist’s break out single. In one song this
artist sings(*) “I don't have to meet your mother” and “I don't wanna steal your covers” in the track “Take Your
Time.” For 10 points, name this country singer of “Break Up in a Small Town” and “Leave the Night On.”
ANSWER: Sam Hunt

6. Alfie Solomons betrays members of this family who form a partnership with the gypsy Lee family through
Esme’s marriage to John. A member of this family owns The Garrison, which employs the undercover
bartender Grace who betrays the location of guns bound for the IRA to Inspector Campbell. Helen McCrory
plays Aunt Polly, the treasurer for this family’s business. (*) Cillian Murphy portrays Tommy, the boss of this
family gang that tries to expand into London through horse racing and is named for the razor blades in their hats. For
10 points, name this Irish gangster family that controls Birmingham on the show Peaky Blinders.
ANSWER: Shelby
7. This character grew up in Witness Protection and two of his aliases are Victor Moreau and Nick Halden.
The Dutchman convinced this character to steal a chapter of the Mosconi Codex to save his friend from being
framed. This character stole(*) Raphael's "St. George and the Dragon" which was the subject of an insurance
investigation by Sara Ellis. This character found a fractal antenna in Catherine the Great’s music box after stealing it
from the Italian embassy with the help of Alex and Mozzie. This character is a criminal consultant who works with
FBI agent Peter Burke. For 10 points, name this White Collar character portrayed by Matt Bomber.
ANSWER: Neal Caffrey
8. A person with this condition meets a girl in a sequin dress at the Volcano. A person with this condition asks
his mom to hold his hand through a chained door while begging for money. Two people with this condition
shoot a dog in the park and race to the bottom of a milkshake.(*) Harry’s arm is amputated and Tyrone is sent to
prison due to having this condition. In a movie centering on this condition, Sara starts taking weight loss pills in
order to fit into a red dress and appear on television. A high school basketball star played by Leonardo DiCaprio has
this condition in The Basketball Diaries. Renton and Sick Boy have this condition in a movie starring Ewan
McGregor. For 10 points, name this condition of being addicted to a certain drug central to the movies Requiem For
a Dream and Trainspotting.
ANSWER: being addicted to heroin
9. A relationship on this show is ruined by a Phone a Friend on Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? which leads to
Daniel beating up a clown with his own shoe. After Jen sleeps with Bill, she convinces him she’s a ghost who
haunts him on this show. One character on this show starts listening to Cradle of Filth which gets him(*)
demoted and founds his own company called Goth2Boss. Chris O’Dowd, Richard Ayoade, and Katherine Parkinson
play the central characters of this show. After his father Denholm dies, Douglas Reynholm takes over the central
business on this show that employs Moss and Roy, who asks callers if they’ve tried turning it off and on again. For
10 points, name this show about tech consultants.
ANSWER: The IT Crowd
10. Mathias becomes this character because it is his revenge against God, who stole away the one he loved
most. If Carrie and Reinhart take more than 16 days to reach this villain and defeat him, Vincent’s demise
triggers the “bad ending.” Jonathan wields a whip to defeat the resident’s of this character’s estate in(*)
Portrait of Ruin. Simon’s parents were murdered by this man’s forces in the first Lords of the Shadow: Mirror of
Fate game. The Belmont clan fights against this villain in Lament of Innocence. This villain was called here by
humans who wish to pay him tribute, which he says is true of all religions and calls a man a “miserable little pile of
secrets” in Castlevania: Symphony of the Night. For 10 points, name this vampire.
ANSWER: Count Dracula
11. With Scott Omelianuk, this man co-wrote a book for Esquire titled, in part, Things A Man Should Know
about Handshakes. After DOMA was was struck down, he became engaged to interior decorator Barry Rice.
A certain TV network hired this man to host two shows - the Mythbusters-like Food Detectives and a show
that frequently features weird shit(*) like rainbow chard and durian. Queer Eye’s food and wine expert was, for
10 points, what host of a great Food Network series who regularly lifts a cover and tells chefs “You have been
Chopped”?
ANSWER: Ted Allen

12. In the arcade game Revolution X, this band is abducted by Helga, the leader of the New Order Nation
regime. This band is also the subject of the first band-centric Guitar Hero expansion. In the early 2000s songs
by this band appeared in commercials for Dodge and Buick. In Mrs. Doubtfire, the title character sweeps and
vacuums to a song by this band that includes the lyrics(*) “She had the body of a Venus/Lord, imagine my
surprise.” Three songs by this band appeared in the film Armageddon, which starred the lead singer’s daughter, Liv
Tyler. For 10 points, name this band whose songs include “I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing” and “Dream On.”
ANSWER: Aerosmith
13. Description or singing/humming the answerline acceptable. This song was composed by Spider Rich and
Boots Randolph and includes tunes like the “Entrance of the Gladiators” and “The Girl I Left Behind” and
was inspired by a recording made by The Coasters. Sir Wimperton Cornswallow introduces a funeral during
which this song plays as pallbearers slide down a hill followed by a group of mourners on skis. This song is
used during end credits that feature the show’s title character stealing a mountaineer’s rope to climb a
mountain where a little girl in a white dress kisses his cheek(*) after he escapes from the wreckage of a car that
plummets off a cliff. Bart rides a purple tandem bike and Maggie gets a scythe to the tune of this song in a
“Treehouse of Horror” episode during which the members of the Simpsons family run in and out of doors chasing
the Grim Reaper. For 10 points, name this theme song for a British sketch comedy show that ran from 1955-1991.
ANSWER: the theme song from The Benny Hill Show [accept “Yakety Sax”; accept people humming]
14. These birds are said to be following the singer while he’s digging out his grave in a Linkin Park song. In a movie
titled for these birds, Mo’Nique plays the mother of a gay high school student in Mississippi. Nina Simone asks one
of these birds “why you wanna fly” and says that it’s mama’s name was Lonely and it’s daddy’s name was Pain.
One of these birds is told to “take these sunken eyes and learn to see” and has only been “waiting for this moment to
be free.” Four and twenty of these birds are baked into a pie in “Sing a Song of Sixpence.” For 10 points, name this
type of bird that the Beatles described “singing in the dead of night.”
ANSWER: blackbird
15. One instance of this oddly specific action taking place is preceded by the proponent exiting Gilligan’s Irish
Bar and saying it’s a damn shame he has to drop the other participant off at his dad’s tomorrow. Prior to this
action occurring, once participant’s hobbies are described as football, fishing, and playing with her sock
monkey. Before engaging in this activity, one participant says that the other one is in the trunk of the family
car. A boy posing as(*) Lindsey Dill is exposed when a bucket of water is dumped on him after doing this action to
the song “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean” and “Cherry Pie.” The entire Hoover family, including a suicidal uncle
played by Steve Carrell, joins Olive on stage while she performs this action to “Super Freak.” For 10 points, name
this inappropriate action that takes place at the Little Miss Sunshine contest and is instigated by the elderly Edwin.
ANSWER: grandpas coming up with child beauty pageant dance routines for their grandkids that involve stripper
outfits [accept equivalents and prompt generously]
16. In the music video for this song one character has a purse that turns into nunchucks. In the remix version
of this song Kendrick Lamar sings “I don't hate you but I hate to critique, overrate you/these beats of a dark
heart, use basslines to replace you.” In the music video for this song,(*) Justice and Luna are played by the
actresses that play the namesakes of the singer’s cats. Lena Dunham plays Lucky Fiori and Ellie Goulding plays
Destructa X in the music video for this song. The music video for this song features the singer as Catastrophe and
Selena Gomez as her enemy Arsyn. The singer of this song says that “band-aids don't fix bullet holes/you say sorry
just for show.” For 10 points, name this Taylor Swift song about her feud with Katy Perry.
ANSWER: “Bad Blood”
17. In one song on this album the singer “parallel double-parked that motherfucker sideways.” In another
track on this album the singer asks “Have you ever popped champagne on a plane/While getting some
brain/Whipped it out, she said(*) "I never seen snakes on a plane.” The cover for this album was designed by
Takashi Murakami and features a teddy bear being shot out of a cannon. This album’s artist thinks that “You should
be honored by my lateness/That I would even show up to this fake shit” and that he’s been on ya “Since Prince was
on Apollonia/Since O.J. had isotoners.” For 10 points, name this Kanye West album that includes the tracks “Can’t
Tell Me Nothing” and “Stronger.”
ANSWER: Graduation

18. Doli is a fairy that leads a group of travelers to the Marshes of Morva in this movie. Orduu, Orgoch, and
Orwen are three witches that possess the title object in this movie. They trade the title object in this movie for
a sword found in an ancient burial chamber. In this movie, Dallben the Enchanter owns Hen Wen(*), a pig
with oracle powers. The creature Gurgi refers to food as “munchings and crunchings” in this movie. For 10 points,
name this Disney movie where Gurgi, Fflewddur Fflam, Princess Eilonwy, and Taran try to stop the Horned King
from using the title object to create an army of undead warriors.
ANSWER: The Black Cauldron
19. Santa’s Little Helper got this family’s dog pregnant. A member of this family is part owner of The
Slaughterhouse and blames Red’s beef poisoning on a different restaurant. Apu is instructed by a member of
this family to call 911 when a Pixie Stick shipment arrives. One member of this family frequently wears a
purple suit with shoulderpads and is a member of the(*) Springfield Book Club. After killing a zombie nurse
with a syringe, one member of this family requests that Homer tell his wife he loves her. Frink is turned into a
turkey and Marge is turned into a blue cat on an island owned by a member of this family in a Treehouse of Horror
episode. A member of this family is responsible for covering up the crayon in Homer’s brain with his thumb on the
X-Rays and chuckles at inappropriate times. For 10 points, name this family that includes Julius, the doctor in
Springfield on The Simpsons.
ANSWER: Hibbert
20. A girl with this name is “running miles in some boys jumper” and “will have a boy tonight.” In a song
titled for an object that belongs to this woman, the singer describes burning another page and looking the
other way because “something’s just about to break.” A song that appears on an album titled for this female
name describes driving for(*) “miles and miles” and winding up at your door. In addition to a song about a “lazy
line painter” named this by Belle & Sebastian, Breaking Benjamin wrote a song about her diary. “She Will Be
Loved” and “This Love” appear on an album partly titled for this female name. For 10 points, name this woman’s
name that titles an album of songs about her by Maroon 5 and a band about her addiction,
ANSWER: Jane

PACKET NINE
1. Bill Alexander said that this person betrayed him because he became famous for a technique that Bill
taught him. This person was a Master Sergeant in the US Air Force and spent time in Alaska, which inspired
his artwork. In June 2016, this person’s series(*) Beauty Is Everywhere was added to Netflix. In Epic Rap Battles
of History, this person battles Picasso who calls him the “PBS version of Nickelback.” This person is known for his
cheerful demeanor and he often said "We don't make mistakes; we just have happy accidents." For 10 points, name
this host of The Joy of Painting.
ANSWER: Bob Ross
2. When one character on this TV show escapes from Hell he says "I'd like to think it's because of my perky
nipples." Some campers are kidnapped by a Wendigo in an early episode of this show. In a episode of this
show, a character travels back in time and convinces his father to buy a(*) 1967 Impala, which later become his
most prized possession. At the end of the first season of this show, it is revealed that the Yellow-Eyed Azazel killed
the main character's mother and the only thing that can kill him is a special gun made by Samuel Colt that has a
pentagram carved into its handle. For 10 points, name this TV show about the demon hunting Winchester brothers,
Sam and Dean.
ANSWER: Supernatural
3. In one role, this actor releases a line of super skinny jeans and gets upset that he licks his lips too much
during his sex tape. After Angel’s friend is attacked by the mafia, this actor’s character Dr. Joe Briggs tries to
repay his debt after taking over as Chief of the ICU at(*) Mercy Hospital. In one role, this actor is convinced by
Eve to drive his dad’s boat and crashes it into a dock. This actor portrays a fictionalized version of himself who is
best friends with Chloe, the title bitch from apartment 23. One character played by this actor is rivals with his friend
Pacey for Joey, played by Katie Holmes. For 10 points, name this actor who played Dawson on Dawson’s Creek.
ANSWER: James Van Der Beek
4. The singer says to do this action “like it’s your profession” and to “bring it on, ring the alarm” in one song.
In one song subtitled for doing this action, the addressee is told that “it don’t matter what you do” and is told
to do this action followed by a sashay and a shante. The addressee is called a bitch and told that if they want a
hot body(*), a Bugatti, or a Maserati that they better do this action. A supermodel is told to do this and “wet your
lips and make love to the camera” in a RuPaul song. In one song titled for this activity, the singer says she “no care
if him hurt, hurt, hurt” and says “he see me do me dirt, dirt, dirt.” One song titled for doing this action repeats the
line “I put my thing down, flip it and reverse it.” For 10 points, name this action that Missy Elliot tells the addressee
to do if it’s worth it and that titles a 2016 Rihanna song.
ANSWER: work [accept work it or work bitch]
5. With Real Housewives of Atlanta cast member Peter Thomas, this man opened the bar Sports One. Another
Real Housewives star, Porsha Williams, married this former athlete in 2011 and, after their divorce, told him
to “find God” due to his alleged affair with Andrew Caldwell. He got his most notable nickname from Myron
Cope and was the central figure of the(*) “Miracle at Michigan.” This University of Colorado alum was the cover
athlete for the original NFL Blitz. An ability to play multiple positions led to the nickname “Slash” for, for 10 points,
what former Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback?
ANSWER: Kordell Stewart
6. Paintings inspired by Fragonard and Singer Sargent are seen in a musical number in this movie. One
character in this movie claims that all men pick their nose and eat their boogers. That character’s family in
this movie reveals that “he only likes to tinkle in the woods” along with other embarrassing facts in the
song(*) “Fixer Upper.” Oaken offers one character lutefisk during his “Big Summer Blow-out” in this movie. A
couple in this movie sings that they “finish each other’s sandwiches” in the song “Love is an Open Door” before
getting engaged. One character in this movie repeatedly asks her sister “do you want to build a snowman?” For 10
points, name this Disney movie about Queen Elsa and Princess Anna.
ANSWER: Frozen

7. At the 2010 Indiana State Fair, this man said that he was a fan of a certain team “to the death.” This man’s
team held a promotion featuring a booth where fans could impersonate him. This man revealed his team’s
new jerseys during a summer 2015 music festival. In 2014, this man introduced John Calipari at UK’s
Midnight Madness and missed two jump shots. This man’s employer did not fire him despite an offer to
rescind a $25,000 fine if they did. That fine was assessed when he encouraged(*) “his brother”, Kevin Durant, to
sign with his team. In 2016, this man caused a turnover on a Bulls inbounds play and called Paul George “scared” on
Instagram. This man curiously claimed that he was “back to back like Jordan 96 97,” implying that the 1998 NBA
season may have been cancelled in Canada. This man was filmed using a lint roller at a game against the Nets. For
10 points, name this rapper, the Global Ambassador for the Toronto Raptors.
ANSWER: Aubrey Drake Graham [accept either; accept Wheelchair Jimmy; accept Aubs]
8. This character is the older brother of twins Beckett and Myles who were born while he was time traveling.
In one novel this character gets trapped in an abandoned amusement park with copies of world wonders.
This character seeks the brain fluid of the Silky Sifaka Lemur to cure his mother of(*) Spelltropy. This
character has an alter-ego named Orion that is fascinated by bivouacking due to a disease called The Atlantis
Complex. This character helps to discover that Briar Cudgeon and Opal Koboi were behind a goblin rebellion in
Haven City. Lower Elements Police Captain Holly Short is ransomed for fairy gold by this character in the first
novel he appears in. For 10 points, name this teenage mastermind title character of a fantasy series by Eoin Colfer.
ANSWER: Artemis Fowl II
9. One character in this movie says that she “thought it was normal for a 10 year old to wet the bed” but that
10-year-old yells that he’s “not afraid anymore.” The protagonist of this movie says that Smurfette doesn’t
fuck and puts a hatchet(*) through a bulldog statue’s head. Grandma Death wrote a book that describes the tangent
universe and time travel in this movie. The protagonist of this movie leaves the theater while watching The Evil
Dead with Gretchen in order to burn down Jim Cunningham’s home and says Frank made him do it. An airplane
engine falls on the bedroom of this movie’s protagonist while a six foot ball bunny rabbit talks to him outside. For
10 points, name this movie starring Jake Gyllenhaal as the title fucked up teenager.
ANSWER: Donnie Darko
10. One scene in this film is shot in a mansion that has no furniture inside, when the homeowner is asked
about it he says he bought a chair once, but didn’t like it, so he burned it. That character in this film, Jesse,
believes that 1984 was written by Aldous Huxtable, and made his fortune inventing silent Velcro. Method
Man appears in this film as a bellhop who has a piece of equipment that will be traded to eventually
reclaim(*) a piece of jewelry that was sold by a grave robber. The grave robber in this film, portrayed by Peter
Sarsgaard, collects Desert Storm trading cards and is upset because someone stole his “Wolf Blitzer” and the
Corners are bent on his “Friendly Fire”. This film ends after Sam, Mark, and Andrew Largeman explore the infinite
abyss and retrieve Largeman’s mom’s necklace. For 10 points name this 2004 film, the Directorial Debut for Zach
Braff.
ANSWER: Garden State
11. This band complains of “all these squawking birds that will not quit” before declaring, “this is way
beyond my remote concern of being condescending”. This band claims it is inspired by “everything they
hear” and Rolling Stone credits this band with helping to “bring the pop traditions of the 1960s/ to a new
generation”. This band commands you to(*) “do it now or grow old/ your nightmares only need a year or two to
unfold” in their song “Australia”. This band sings of “the fabled lambs/ of Sunday hams” in their song “Phantom
Limb”. Getting their first break in a McDonalds commercial, this band toured primarily with Modest Mouse before
gaining mainstream popularity. For 10 points name this band that wants you to take to them “like a gull takes to the
wind” in their song “New Slang.”
ANSWER: The Shins

12. A character with this condition compares himself to a camel after peeing in bottles. One character with
this condition says that he’s been all over town and there aren’t any jobs unless you want to work 40 hours a
week. A sweet old lady on a motorized scooter robs a character with this condition after he locks his wallet in
the(*) Rhode Island Slut newspaper dispenser. A bus carrying contestants in a Hawaiian Tropic nationwide bikini
tour offer jobs as oil boys to two men with this condition. While driving a car that looks like a dog, a character with
this condition goes to Nebraska instead of Aspen to visit Mary. For 10 points, name this adjective that describes the
duo of Harry and Lloyd, played by Jeff Daniels and Jim Carrey.
ANSWER: dumb
13. In one song partly titled for this food, the singer says that while he has a girl’s heart, “he has your body”
and that he’ll put his “tail between these legs of mine, like I do all the time.” Charlie Day’s character litters
on the street outside Kevin Spacey’s character’s house with a bag that contained a derivative of this food item
in Horrible Bosses. The singer requests that the addressee not call him the title food item in a song which
appears along with “Tortures of the Damned” and “Blame It On Bad Luck” on the album(*) Bayside. When
Vizzini tells him to stop rhyming, Fezzik mentions this food item. A character who believes in The Great Pumpkin
appears in a franchise titled for this food item. For 10 points, name this legume that titles a comic strip about Charlie
Brown by Charles Schulz.
ANSWER: peanut
14. Rico and other members of this order of birds decide not to tell everyone that the ship is out of fuel after
preparing sushi. One bird from this order says “slide” while in a cave in Fight Club. Willie is one of these
birds in 50 First Dates. A bite from a Little Blue one of these birds in order Sphenisciformes(*) inspired Linus
Torvald to create the mascot of the Linux kernel based on them. Four of these birds take over the ship in
Madagascar before deciding that Antarctica sucks. For 10 points, name this order exemplified by Emperor, King,
and Macaroni species that is portrayed in Happy Feet.
ANSWER: penguins [accept Sphenisciformes until it is read]
15. In 2013, this band released an EP titled Extended Play that included the tracks “Miss Fantasy” and “Sad
Angel.” Penguin was the first album this band released after the departure of Danny Kirwan. One song by
this band says the title woman is “like a cat in the dark and then she is the darkness.”(*) “Seven Wonders” is a
song on this band’s album Tango in the Night. A song by this band includes the lyrics “rulers make bad lovers/you
better put your kingdom upa for sale” and asks “did she make you cry/make you break down/shatter your illusions
of love.” Another song by this band says that tomorrow will be “better than before/yesterday's gone, yesterday's
gone.” For 10 points, name this band whose songs include “Don’t Stop,” “Gold Dust Woman,” and “Rhiannon.”
ANSWER: Fleetwood Mac
16. [Note to moderator: please make a note of whether someone answers this particular tossup because Eliza has a
bet about conversion rates and stands to win a drink]
The singer of this song compares a dance move to “TP for my bunghole.” “The One Man Show” is the setting
for the music video for this song in which Paris Hilton rejects the singer at a bar. A bra shooting fireworks
catches a(*) Michael Jackson impersonator’s hair on fire in the music video for this song which features Tony Cox
as a department store elf. The singer of this song ends up in jail after he runs down the street butt naked yelling at an
old lady to touch his body. This song repeats the line “yeah boy shake that ass, oops I mean girl, girl girl girl.” For
10 points, name this Eminem song from Encore in which he advises the listener to “go crazy ah ah ah ah ah.”
ANSWER: “Just Lose It”
17. One character played by this man is so obsessed with his high school girlfriend that her face appears on
all of the hangers in his closet. That character played by this man is chased by a news paperboy demanding
his payment of $2. This man co-stars in a film where he is fired from his main job as a security guard and
forms his own production company that is hired to create a commercial for(*) Roscoe’s Chicken and Waffles.
In addition to Tapeheads, this actor portrayed Bryce, who assists best friend Ted in profiting off of a pair of panties
and filming Bryce sitting in a Rolls Royce with a popular girl in 16 Candles. This man portrayed a lovesick
kickboxer who played “In Your Eyes” on boombox outside of a girl’s window. For 10 points, name this actor who
portrayed Lloyd Dobler, a man who received a pen in return for his heart in Say Anything.
ANSWER: John Cusack

18. In one appearance, this characters yells “I hate doors!” after trying to push a door labeled pull. He got in
a cock fight with a rooster and tried to give up. This character moved to Los Angeles from Chicago to film
whales, but gave up because the ocean was too far from where he lived. A silent, older asian man on a bench
befriends this character(*) and takes him to a spa. This character plugs his ears when his girlfriend of four years,
Caroline, breaks up with him and later starts dating a teacher named Jess, one of his roommates along with Winston
and Schmidt. For 10 points, name this on-again-off-again boyfriend and roommate of Zooey Deschanel’s character
on New Girl played by Jake Johnson.
ANSWER: Nick Miller [accept either]
19. Juanita Beasley is a waitress at the Bluebird diner in this town. Skippy and Daphne, also known as the
Fun Girls, sometimes visit this town from the nearby Mount Pilot. Helen and Thelma Lou both date law
enforcement officers in this town. One character who lives in this town is well known for her(*) cooking skills,
except for pickles and marmalade. That character, who lives in this town, is the Aunt of Opie, and they both live
with the sheriff. Wally’s Garage employs Goober and Gomer Pyle, two residents of this town. For 10 points, name
this idyllic small town that is the setting of the Andy Griffith Show.
ANSWER: Mayberry
20. After getting stuck in a tree while engaged in this activity, a New Jersey girl was forced to call 911. Clerics
in Saudi Arabia issued a fatwa against engaging in this activity due to its portrayal of Masonic-like symbols
and its connections to gambling. A Reddit user named “ftb_hodor” is the North American champion of this
activity after walking 8 miles a day for two weeks with(*) incubators. Bosnia has issued warnings about stepping
in minefields while engaging in this activity, which has also led to armed robberies using lures. After reaching level
5, people engaged in this activity are asked to select team instinct, valor, or mystic. To perform this activity, players
must flick a ball up from the bottom of their screen. For 10 points, name this activity in which players try to catch
Eevee and Pikachu on smart phones.
ANSWER: playing Pokemon Go

PACKET TEN
1. Description acceptable. In July 2016, The Real Housewives of Orange County’s Meghan King said she would
never forgive former cast member Brooks Ayers for allegedly doing this. On The Simpsons episode “‘Round
Springfield,” Bart is accused of taking this type of action before taking a test, though he in fact ate a(*) jagged
metal “O.” On an episode of Family Guy, Peter encourages Chris to do this as a scheme to bring back the series
Gumbel 2 Gumbel. For 10 points, name this action that Elliot does in E.T. by heating up a thermometer.
ANSWER: Faking an illness (accept faking cancer on the first sentence; anti-prompt on clues that give a specific
illness after that)
2. This character asks “what are those?” upon seeing some squeaky sandals. This character asks “is this an
audience or a mosaic?” when no one laughs at his joke as he enters a party. This character tries and fails to
make the “sunspot”(*) mortal through a special potion. This character is called “your most lugubriousness” by his
inept minions that change themselves into worms. This character offers Meg her freedom if she tells him Wonder
Boy’s weakness. This character has blue flames for hair that turn red and orange when he is angry. For 10 points,
name this villain and ruler of the Underworld in Disney’s Hercules.
ANSWER: Hades
3. Residents of this location partake in a rumpus before their leader stops it and tells them to sleep. A visitor
to this location has to travel by night and day and in and out of weeks for almost over a year to reach it by
private sailboat. Residents of this location threaten a visitor who sits on a stool(*) that they will eat him up
because they love him so much. The king of this place earns his title after not blinking while staring into the terrible
eyes of its residents who also have terrible teeth and terrible claws. This place starts as a forest begins to grow in the
bedroom of a boy with a wolf costume. For 10 points, name this realm that Max visits when he is sent to bed without
his supper in a Maurice Sendak book.
ANSWER: Where the Wild Things Are [accept descriptions or equivalents]
4. Children awaken to follow members of this band into a place marked with a sign reading “Old Burying
Ground” in a music video whose song implores one to “hide your lovers / underneath the covers” before
asserting that the idea that “you’ll die faster without water” is “just a lie.” A man holding a glowing bottle
survives a shipwreck only to see a figure with a television-head in a music video by this band for a single off
their album(*) Neon Bible. “Rebellion (Lies)” and “Black Mirror” are tracks by this Canadian group who recorded
“Abraham’s Daughter” for a companion album to The Hunger Games film. Lady Gaga’s The Fame Monster and
Teenage Dream by Katy Perry were upset by, for 10 points, what indie band who won the 2011 Album of the Year
Grammy for their album The Suburbs?
ANSWER: Arcade Fire
5. Some of these items “can’t resist bouncing to the beat” which is the “jazzy rhythm of the Earth itself” and
are necessary to produce extra sun in Plants vs. Zombies. Goron’s special crop is composed of these types of
plants grown on Death Mountain. If Small Mario gets one of these things,(*) he turns into Super Mario instead
of gaining their power and they are unable to kill Dry Bowser. One of these lives in the Sunchamber in the Chozo
ruins and will push Samus out of tentacles if she doesn’t reach the Bomb slot in time. For 10 points, name these
plants that include Fire ones in the Super Mario world that shoot flames from their petals.
ANSWER: flowers
6. This character came up with his best idea when he was standing on his toilet to hang a clock and fell and
hit his head on the sink. This character gets into a duel with Mad Dog Tannen and marries Clara Clayton
after her horse is spooked by a rattlesnake. After this character cheated(*) Libyan terrorists out of some
Plutonium they shot him in the parking lot of Twin Pines Mall. This character has a dog named Einstein and his
catchphrase is “Great Scott!” He tells another character that “where we’re going we don’t need roads.” For 10
points, name this character that invented the flux capacitor that powers the DeLorean time machine in Back to the
Future.
ANSWER: Dr. Emmett "Doc" Brown

7. The friends of one character in this movie are described as “like the cast of a Fellini movie.” Willie Mays,
Swedish movies, and “those incredible apples and pears by Cezanne” are some of the things listed as why life
is worth living in this movie. One character in this movie describes a steel cube as(*) “textural,” “perfectly
integrated, and it has a marvelous kind of negative capability.” When one character in this movie tries to stop his
young girlfriend Tracy from going to London, she tells him “not everybody gets corrupted. You have to have a little
faith in people.” Isaac’s second wife left him for another woman in this movie and he falls in love with his best
friend’s mistress, Mary. For 10 points, name this black and white movie starring Diane Keaton and Woody Allen
named after a borough of New York City.
ANSWER: Manhattan
8. The Head Schoolmaster in The Muppet Christmas Carol is one of these birds named Sam. Sitka gains one of
these birds of guidance while Denahi gets the wolf of wisdom in Brother Bear. A vulture was the namesake of
a strike against a company partly named for this bird that rivals(*) Abercrombie & Fitch. This species’ dorky
bubbly call is usually replaced by the screech of a Red-tailed Hawk in movies. One of these birds named Uncle Sam
attacked Donald Trump during a photoshoot. The family that this species of birds belongs to names a band whose
hits include “Take It Easy” and “Hotel California.” For 10 points, name these ‘murican birds.
ANSWER: Bald Eagle [prompt on “eagle” or “sea eagle”; accept Haliaeetus leucocephalus; do not accept other
types of eagles]
9. A man made of this food stuff is gutted with a straw after an employee of Stan Mikita’s shop says that “you
know if you stab a man in the dead of winter, steam rises from the wounds.” Buster was found trying to chew
through a giant plaster one of these after signing up for a THC experiment. Three bullets shot from Lassie’s
gun were used to hit one of these named(*) Bobo on an episode of Psych. “Geek Down” and “WorkinOnIt”
appear on an album titled for this food which was the last album released by J Dilla. Ariana Grande apologized for
licking one of these food items and saying she hated America. For 10 points, name these desert items that Homer
Simpson is fond of.
ANSWER: donuts
10. Mr. Dig is a substitute teacher on this TV show. Larry Tudgeman is the school weirdo on this TV show
and has worn the same shirt everyday since fourth grade. Lanny never speaks in this show and is friends with
the main character’s brother, Matt. The title character on this show sneaks onto the set of an(*) Aaron Carter
music video in one episode and they later start dating. Gordo and Miranda are best friends with the title character on
this show whose animated version of herself expresses her true feelings. For 10 points, name this Disney Channel
TV show that stars Hilary Duff as the title character.
ANSWER: Lizzie McGuire
11. On this day, a woman squishes strawberries, jalapenos, and cherries with her hand. An ultrasound
camera is set up to record the events of this day that “gone start over again” when a bell rings. This day is
referenced with strawberry short cake white wine that is drank in a bathtub in a music video for a song in
which the singer says “I need a companion, girl I guess that must be you.” On this day, the singer says that
he’s going to(*) “please that body” and tells the addressee “just tell me where you want your gift girl” before noting
that they “don’t need candles and a cake.” For 10 points, name this day of the year on which Jeremih has sex with
his lady.
ANSWER: her birthday [accept his birthday even though that’s technically wrong]
12. A song by this band plays during the opening scene of the film The Faculty and contains lyrics which
discuss a woman named “Jamie” who “dropped out and had a couple of kids” and a man named “Mark”
who “just plays guitar and smokes a lot of pot.” In another of this band’s songs, their singer admits that he
knows that he’s “being used” and wonders why his girl “sleeps with [his] friends,” before acknowledging that
he’s(*) “just a sucker with” none of the title quality. This band behind “Self Esteem” opens another track with the
German words “Gunter glieben glauten globen,” whose subject “isn’t cool, but he fakes it anyway.” Dexter Holland
is the lead singer of, for 10 points, what band behind 2012’s album Days Go By, whose earlier album Americana
includes the singles “The Kids Aren’t Alright” and “Pretty Fly (for a White Guy)”?
ANSWER: The Offspring

13. In one appearance, this actor says that it violates the Geneva convention to feed him the same food day
after day. A character played by this actor was The Decembrist who organized Zoe’s disappearance during
the Kursk bombing, which she tells Reddington on The Blacklist. This host of Scientific American Frontiers
played Jack’s father(*) who is in need of a kidney transplant on 30 Rock. Hot Hips Houlihan asks a character
played by this actor to perform her appendicitis instead of Major Frank Burns. This actor played an army doctor
during the Korean War who is friends with Trapper and Henry Blake. For 10 points, name this actor who portrayed
Hawkeye on M*A*S*H.
ANSWER: Alan Alda
14. In 2016, one player in this game sold his jersey from it to fund his grandkids’ college. This game’s
announcer said that one team’s coach was “shaking like a leaf” before it. This game was its league’s first to be
broadcast on two networks. Fred Williamson threatened to knock out his opponents in this game; instead, he
was knocked out and broke his arm. In this game, one team’s offensive line included(*) Bob Skoronski, Fuzzy
Thurston, Bill Curry, and Jerry Kramer. This game included a 50 yard interception return by Willie Wood off of a
Len Dawson pass, and backup Max McGee scored its first touchdown. Bart Starr led the Green Bay Packers over the
Kansas City Chiefs in it. For 10 points, name this 1967 game between the AFL and NFL champions.
ANSWER: Super Bowl I [Packers-Chiefs Super Bowl or Kansas City-Green Bay Super Bowl before
mentioned] [moderator note: if someone answers wrong after the Jerry Kramer clue, please respond with “NO! IT IS
NOT what they said”, and my opinion of you will increase]
15. The singer for a band partly titled for this time says “you look so perfect standing there, in my American
Apparel underwear” in one song and in another claims that they “are the kings and the queens of the new
broken scene.” A singer says that if he had the choice, he’d always want to be there during this time, which is
when he(*) met you after spending his evenings at the drive in. A girl named for this time breaks up with Tom after
watching The Graduate and works at a company that makes greeting cards. Bryan Adams got his “first real sixstring” at the “five-and-dime” during this period of time which partly names a band that sings “She’s Kinda Hot”
and “She Looks So Perfect.” For 10 points, name this season, 5 seconds of which title a shitty pop band from
Australia.
ANSWER: summer [accept seconds until “if he had the choice”]
16. This actor will play Doctor Brock Holt on the upcoming Season 2 of Scream Queens. Regina George met
this actor on a plane once and he told her she was pretty. In one TV show starring this actor, his character’s
band The Rippers is well-loved in Japan. In Glee, this actor plays dentist Carl Howell who rides a motorcycle
and briefly dates(*) Emma Pillsbury. In ER, this actor plays a paramedic and later doctor, Tony Gates. In one TV
show, this actor’s character frequently says “watch the hair” and “capice.” That character, played by this actor, lives
in San Francisco with his brother-in-law and nieces. For 10 points, name this actor who played Uncle Jesse in Full
House.
ANSWER: John Stamos
17. At the end of this film, “Let Her Dance” by The Bobby Fuller Four plays at a supermarket. One of this
film’s characters questions another figure’s titanium credit card by asking “How the cuss did you qualify for
[that]?” In this film, an explanation of a sport that involves taggers and twig-runners is given by Coach Skip;
that sport, Whack-Bat, was played by the silver-haired(*) Kristofferson. A trap is set off early in this film, after
which the protagonist’s wife reveals that she’s pregnant with Ash. This film’s director voices a real estate agent who
sells a tree near the farms of Boggis, Bunce, and Bean. A rat guarding apple cider is killed by this film’s protagonist,
whose tail is shot off and worn as a tie. A Roald Dahl story inspired, for 10 points, what stop-motion film about a
member of Vulpes vulpes, directed by Wes Anderson?
ANSWER: Fantastic Mr. Fox

18. In an SNL parody of this show, one contestant brings hot sauce and is rated higher than Peter Dinklage
for surviving Compton. One contestant on this show who was described as a “loner” and a “mountain hippie”
said it was “cool” because “for the first time in my life, I don’t have to worry about someone seeing me and
calling the rangers.” Laura was almost(*) evacuated from this show for sandfly bites because she and Clint
couldn’t start a fire. Contestants on this show are given a PSR based on skill, experience, and mental state that is
called their Primitive Survival Rating before being dropped off on an island to meet their partner. For 10 points,
name this Discovery Channel survival show in which contestants are nude.
ANSWER: Naked and Afraid
19. The main character in this movie lives with her artist mother in a refurbished firehouse in San Francisco
where she paints with popped balloons. A police officer and tram driver are appointed as part of the “Order
of the Rose” after a car accident in this movie. The main character in this movie is disappointed when her
foot doesn't “pop”(*) during her kiss with Josh. In this movie, Mandy Moore plays the cheerleader Lana who sings
“Stupid Cupid” at a beach party.During a makeover scene in this movie Paolo says “if Brooke Shields married
Groucho Marx, their child would have your eyebrows” before he tips off the media about his royal client. For 10
points, name this movie where Anne Hathaway plays Mia Thermopolis, princess of Genovia.
ANSWER: The Princess Diaries
20. A movie about this activity subtitled “Conquerors of the Useless” centers on Jeff Johnson sailing to South
America to recreate Chouinard and Tompkins’ trip. Sarah’s glove causes her to fall to her death in a movie
about this activity in which Gabe tracks down briefcases of money. In one movie about this activity, Simon
cuts the(*) rope after Joe falls during a storm. A video about this activity centering on Alex Honnold is called Alone
on the Wall. Touching the Void focuses on this activity depicted in 180 Degrees South. In one movie about this
activity, James Franco portrays a character who cuts off his own arm after being trapped by a boulder. For 10 points,
name this activity central to 127 Hours.
ANSWER: climbing [accept mountaineering; prompt on hiking or backpacking, I guess]

TIEBREAKERS
1. A boy enters this vehicle after being given a gift by his mother whose affair led to a divorce and his father
working in the oil fields. A sequel to the novel in which this vehicle appears centers on the protagonist’s skills
being studied by the Canadian military and is called(*) The River. A tornado makes the kit located in the back of
this vehicle accessible to the protagonist who builds a raft to reach it. The operator of this vehicle has a heart attack,
leading the protagonist of the novel in which it appears to land it in a lake. For 10 points, name this Gary Paulsen
novel in which a boy survives in the wilderness with the title tool.
ANSWER: the airplane from Hatchet [accept equivalents; it’s come kind of Cessna]
2. A general in this film states how “this country needs more Nathan Hales!” before a figure chases a woman
who carries a sign that reads “Peace” until she falls down a hole. Two characters in this movie save a tree
from the smog in San Mateo by digging it up, loading it into a stolen car, and transplanting it on a hill.
Another character in this film appears to(*) shoot himself in the head while his mother fills out a dating
questionnaire for him. That character in this film converts a Jaguar into a hearse, and he meets his future love
interest at a funeral. Bud Cort and Ruth Gordon play the title pair in, for 10 points, what 1971 film about a listless
boy who “enjoyed being dead” and his 80-year old girlfriend?
ANSWER: Harold and Maude
3. One character in this movie insults another when she says “my father told me that Flatheads have very
small brains.” While the main characters in this movie are playing with a hopper, a Sharptooth attacks them
and mortally injures the main character’s mother before falling into a ravine caused by an(*) earthshake. This
movie has spawned 13 sequels including Journey to Big Water and The Stone of Cold Fire. The characters in this
movie follow the “bright circle” to the Great Valley in search of tree stars and other food. For 10 points, name this
animated movie about the dinosaurs Cera, Ducky, Petrie, Spike, and Littlefoot.
ANSWER: The Land Before Time
4. This character complains that he has sand in places he didn’t even know he had before singing that he’s
“drawing the line” and was a “fool to let you run the show,” deciding that he’s “looking out for me” before
tossing an object down a well. This character yells “you got a problem, pinky?!” and hits a bird with his stilts
while posing as a(*) flamingo. He complains about choking down moldy, disgusting crackers and threatens to stuff
them down the sultan’s throat. The Genie calls this character a “rat with wings” and he is later sent to the Cave of
Wonders after he is dragged into a lamp. For 10 points, name this macaw voiced by Gilbert Gottfried that is the pet
of Jafar in Aladdin.
ANSWER: Iago
5. In order to gain entry into a security gate, a character in this movie must answer “in which year did a
Harvard sculler outrow an Oxford man at Henley?” A pale murder is referred to as both a ghost and an
angel in this movie and he wears a cilice under his(*) robe. A visit to Sir Isaac Newton’s tomb in London helped
to crack the cryptex code of “apple” in this movie. Sophie Neveu is revealed to be a living descendent of Jesus in
this movie. For 10 points, name this movie based on a novel by Dan Brown starring Tom Hanks as Robert Langdon.
ANSWER: The Da Vinci Code
6. In an appearance on The Celebrity Apprentice, this figure verbally attacked Arsenio Hall in a bathroom,
claiming she would metaphorically hit him with a bus. This mother of a horrifying 10-year-old daughter
named Milania referred to one of her most notable violent actions in the name of her autobiography Turning
the Tables. She ensured that either she or her husband Joe would be able to watch her kids as part(*) of a
2014 plea deal. For 10 points, name this Real Housewives of New Jersey veteran who was jailed in 2015 for fraud.
ANSWER: Teresa Giudice (“jew dice") (accept Teresa Gorga)

7. Two members of this musical act performed live at Rod’s Hickory Pit in Vallejo, California, under the
name of Sweet Children. Cigarettes and Valentines was the intended follow-up to an album by this band,
which includes a single whose music video sees this band riding in a parade float through San Diego. That
song, by this band, mentions “one light, one mind / flashing in the dark” that is “blinded by the silence of a
thousand broken hearts.”(*) Another track by this band mentions how a “gunshot rings out at the station” and
opens by asking “Dear Mother / Can you hear me whining?” “Minority” and “Welcome to Paradise” are tracks by,
for 10 points, what American punk-rock trio behind the albums Warning and Dookie, and which is fronted by Billie
Joe Armstrong?
ANSWER: Green Day
8. This character taunts by telling other characters they will “be purified” and by spinning around her staff
dancing. A golden statue of this character appears in a stage named for her temple. This character gives her
bow to another character to battle the(*) Subspace Army. This character summons Centurions and appears during
Pit’s final smash. She wears a white dress, carries a golden staff, and has green hair that goes past her knees. This
character is opposed to Medusa, who she used to share power over Angel Land with. For 10 points, name this
goddess of light from Kid Icarus.
ANSWER: Palutena
9. Kimber almost marries stuntman Jeff Wright on this TV show, but calls off the wedding when she realizes
she is in love with British teen idol Sean Harrison. The themesong for this show says that the main character
is “truly, truly, truly outrageous.” Pizzazz, Roxy, Stormer, and Jetta make up the rival band(*) The Misfits in
this TV show. The main character of this show is able to disguise herself using remote micro-projectors in her
earrings and a computer called Synergy. The main character of this show runs a foster home and a music production
company called Starlight Music. For 10 points, name this 80s animated TV show about Jerrica Benson’s alter ego.
ANSWER: Jem and the Holograms
10. A twenty-two-inch long hot dog served at the Alice Cooper’stown restaurant is named for this man, whose
photography company features an inverted bird on its logo. He came in as a reliever in both the 1994 film
Little Big League and in Game 7 of the 2001 World Series; that year, he was named Sports Illustrated coSportsperson of the Year along with teammate Curt Schilling. One of this man’s college teammates at USC
was(*) Mark McGwire, and after twenty-two MLB seasons this man retired as a member of the San Francisco
Giants. This lefty, a five-time Cy Young winner, had his number 51 retired by the Arizona Diamondbacks in 2015.
While throwing a fastball to Calvin Murray, this man fatally struck a bird with a pitch. Behind Nolan Ryan, the
second all-time leader in career strikeouts is, for 10 points, what nearly seven-foot tall pitcher nicknamed the “Big
Unit”?
ANSWER: Randy Johnson (prompt on “Big Unit” before mentioned)
11. A scene in this film portrays a waiting room with a receptionist who is former beauty queen, where two of
the main characters in this film that were recently in a car accident wait among others, including a burn
victim and a surfer who was bitten by a shark. That scene in this film also includes a sign over the door that
reads “No Exit”. One character in this film feels isolated in the countryside and feels “utterly alone”. Another
character in this film is an artist who holds(*) a dinner party celebrating being featured in “Art in America”
magazine. That party goes awry when Otho holds a séance and the Maitlands saved by this film’s title character,
who appears in less than 20 percent of the film. For 10 points, name this film where the misuse of the Handbook for
the Recently Deceased forces Lydia to say the title character’s name three times.
ANSWER: Beetlejuice

